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Tobacco
leaders plot
strategy
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky political leaders and
tobacco growers are trying to
come up with a strategy for
getting as much money and as
many concessions as possible
from cigarette manufacturers.
Agriculture
Commissioner
Billy Ray Smith said Wednesday that Kentucky may pursue
its own agenda in negotiating
with companies during a landmark meeting scheduled for Friday in Raleigh, N.C.
"We know what our part
should be and we're going to
go after it," Smith said after a
closed-door meeting with Gov.
Paul Patton, Attorney General
Ben Chandler and about a halfdozen tobacco grower representatives.
Smith said other state lead_ars -attending the session -may
be asked to go along, but Kentucky has some specific goals
in mind.
Farmers want compensation
for the income they expect to
lose as a result of a $206 billion settlement between tobacco companies and the states.
The resulting higher cigarette
prices are expected to cut sales,
and thus demand for tobacco
crops. Political leaders, like Patton, also want compensation
for the communities that are
dependant on the tobacco economy.
The settlement included nothing for farmers but a promise
from the companies to meet
with political leaders and discuss the issue.
A potential $5.15 billion fund
for the states has been mentioned repeatedly, but industry
representatives insist they do not
know the source of the figure.
One major company, R.J.
Reynolds, is already balking at
a monetary settlement. RJR,
rather, has said it will fulfill its
obligation by buying more tobacco from domestic growers.
Smith said he is reluctant
to accept promises from the
cigarette manufacturers to buy
more tobacco in future years
rather than compensate farmers.
"They've got to put some
money on the board, up front,"
Smith said.
Growers and
politicians
acknowledge they have little

Operation Desert 3ox:
U.S. damages Iraqi targets 1
By SUSANNE M. SCHAFER
AP Military Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — A first
wave of airstrikes against Iraq produced "severe damage to some
targets," Secretary William Cohen
said today, as the Pentagon readied further attacks aimed at destroying Saddam Hussein's ability to
create weapons of mass destruction.
Military officials spent the night
studying photographs taken by spy
satellites and U-2 aircraft in an
attempt to assess the damage from
Wednesday night's attack, which
came on the eve of a scheduled

House debate on four articles of
impeachment against President
Clinton. House leaders postponed
the debate after the attack.
In a series of TV and radio
interviews from the Pentagon,
Cohen was asked repeatedly if the
first day's attacks had been successful. "I'm not trying to classify them as being totally successful at this point," he told AP
Radio.
He said officials were still studying the intelligence, but preliminary reports had shown that targets had been hit. He characterized the damage as "severe" and

Emotion surrounds
Carneal sentencing
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A teen-ager who opened fire on a group
of his classmates at their high school, killing three students and injuring five others, was sentenced Wednesday to spend at least the next
25 years in prison.
Nine victims and members of their families were allowed to speak
during the emotional court hearing for Michael Carneal. Many of
them hugged and comforted each other and cried together when it
was over.
"As a mother, my life has forever been changed," Gwen Hadley,
the mother of one of the slain students told the court. "My family
is no longer whole."
Carneal, IS. pleaded guilty but mentally ill on Oct. 5 to three
counts of murder and six other charges related to the shooting spree
at Heath High School on Dec. 1, 1997.
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FILLING IT UP: Santa Project volunteer Debbie Hill fills a box of Christmas wishes in
the First Baptist Fellowship Hall while she and Vernita Largin discuss some of the
other needs still unmet. The annual project seeks to ensure that all children experience a visit from Santa. There are currently more than 150 children without sponsors.
For more information, call Santa's Workshop at 753-9995.

Calloway high on list
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
For modern two-parent working families in Kentucky, day care
is a key issue.
But Calloway County is doing
better than most counties in Kentucky in providing child care
options, according to the ninth
annual KIDS COUNT report
released Thursday by the Kentucky Youth Advocates.
Calloway ranks 10th in the state
in day care choices.

Calloway County has 24 licensed
and certified day care providers,
with 1,231 spaces.
With 340 children under the
age of 1, 664 toddlers (1- and 2year-olds) and 698 preschool children (ages 3 and 4), the county
has 73 spaces for every 100 children - ranking 10th in the state.
The statewide average is 54
spaces per 100 children.
Some counties in western Kentucky are woefully short in day
care spaces.

Carlisle County has just four
spaces for every 100 children and
Livingston County has just two
spaces for every 100 children,
ranking those two counties nextto-last and last in the state.
"I don't see any areas of concerns," said Valerie J. Salley of
Kentucky Youth Advocates, looking at the Calloway County numbers. "Each community needs to
look at their own situations. But
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Tonight.. Partly cloudy. Low
30 to 35. South wind increasing to 10 to 15 mph.
Friday. .Partly sunny...Breezy
and milder. High in the middle
50s
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In Washington's tense political
atmosphere, Republican leaders
postponed the House debate on
the impeachment of Clinton after
the attack began, even as some
voiced suspicions about the president's timing. Around the capital,
security was tightened at embassies
and other "critical installations."
Cohen repeatedly denied any
political motive by Clinton in
launching the attacks on the day
before he faced an impeachment
vote in the House — a vote now
postponed.

The concerns, he said, are based
By DAVID BLACKBURN
on the definition of "medical pracStaff Writer
Some questions about the hos- tices," who can define it, whether
pital's new Health Express Mobile the Health Express is performing
Screening Unit arc either legiti- them without supervision and potenmate concerns or harmful, dis- tial liability issues physicians might
trustful vindictiveness, depending face.
The Health Express screens reson who you ask.
Dr. Jon Gustafson, president of idents in eight counties for blood
the hospital's Medical Executive sugar, blood prvisure, vision and
Committee (MEC), raised the topic glaucoma and cholesterol — servWednesday during the regular ices which aren't medical pracmonthly meeting of the Murray- tices and can be done in some
Calloway County Hospital's board malls, said Kathie Pierce, the hospital's health promotions director.
of commissioners.
"We're not doing any treatGustafson said he received comments about the Health Express ments. In fact, a lot of physicians
from some physicians about two are extremely supportive of this,"
months ago during a meeting of Pierce said after Wednesday's meetthe MEC, which represents the ing.
physicians with whom the hospital has contracts.
• See Page 2
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Crossword

streets were busy with traffic. Saddam's whereabouts were unknown,
but he appeared on television to
condemn the "wicked people" who
launched hundreds of missiles.
Amid images of crumpled brick
buildings in Baghdad, an Iraqi doctor said 30 people were wounded
and two killed during the initial
attacks.
Military officials said a second
night of attack called for using
15 Air Force B-52H bombers, armed
with long-range AGM-86 airlaunched cruise missiles, based on
the Indian Ocean island of Diego
Garcia.

Health Express
triggers debate

leverage over the tobacco companies, though Patton insisted
they still need the political goodwill of the states to stave off
future attacks, such as tax
increases.

.4-k•it

"substantial" and said he was
"impressed with the accuracy" of
the strikes.
Without elaborating on details
of the next wave of strikes, National Security Adviser Sandy Berger
said, "This operation is not completed."
"We know very much what we
want to accomplish," he said. "We
know what the targets are that we
seek to destroy or hit and we will
systematically attack those targets."
In Baghdad today, children headed to school and government workers went to offices as usual after
the nightlong attacks. Downtown

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

AN EARLY CHRISTMAS: Students at the Calloway County
Preschool enjoyed a gift from Murray Head Start with parents during Wednesday's class. The videos, titled, "I Am
Your Child," are part of a project designed to educate parents on the changes and growth in children.

By LARRY MARGASAK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
House Judiciary Committee Republicans reporting that President Clinton disgraced his office and should
be ousted and barred from holding office again, the White House
desperately looked to GOP moderates today for a way to stem a
pro-impeachment stampede.
The prospects for Clinton avoiding impeachment in a House vote
later this week only worsened Tuesday, leaving White House aides
to weigh a last-ditch confession
of wrongdoing or a censure plan
that can win Republican backing.
Clinton advisers hoped to work
with Rep. Christopher Shays, R-
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Conn., who expected to meet with
the president today. Shays told a
town meeting at Norwalk on Tuesday night: "Impeachable offenses
... have not been proven and I
believe the proven offenses are
not impeachable. But it is darn
close."
Democratic sources, speaking
on condition of anonymity, said
House Democratic Leader Dick
Gephardt of Missouri had been in
touch with Shays to discuss whether
it was possible for a group of
Republican moderates to accompany him to the White House.
In a report to the House justifying the four articles of impeachment approved last week along
party lines, Judiciary Committee

Republicans said Clinton "disgraced
himself and the high office he
holds."
"His high crimes and misdemeanors undermine our Constitution. They warrant his impeachment, his removal from office and
his disqualification from holding
further office," the Republican
report said.
A draft version of the minority report, by the committee's
Democrats, concluded: "We do not
believe that the nature of the misconduct is the mettle with which
the founding fathers intended
impeachments to be made."
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...TO GRANDMOTHER'S
HOUSE WE GO....
(AND WE'LL ALL FIT, TOO)

99 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER

$18998

V-6, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM/Cassette, Dual
Doors, Power Mirrors. White #1928N

99 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER
V-6, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM/Cassette, Dual
Doors, Power Locks/Mirrors, Rear Defroster. Deep
Amethyst #1938N

per month
$27598

Using a .22-caliber semiautomatic handgun that he took to the
West Paducah school that day, he
opened fire on a student prayer
group that meets each morning in
the lobby.
Killed were students Nicole
Hadley, Jessica James and Kayce
Steger. A fourth student, Melissa
"Missy" Jenkins, was left paralyzed from the waist down.
Carneal sperm most of the time
quietly sitting in the same position at the defense table — hunched
over, hands clasped in his lap,
looking straight down. His parents, John and Ann Carneal, sat
at the front of the courtroom.
The boy's sullen expression didn't change after McCracken Circuit Court Judge Jeff Hines sentenced him to life in prison without possibility of parole for 25
years. The sentence was the maximum penalty a juvenile can receive
in Kentucky after a conviction in
an adult court.
Miss Jenkins, who is now confined to a wheelchair, expressed
anger. confusion and sadness at
the tragedy, but told Carneal that
she harbored no ill will toward
him.
"I don't have any had feelings

$27697
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3.3 Liter V-6, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise, Cassette,
Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Rear Defroster,
Rear Air Cond. w/Dual Temp Controls, Floor Mats,
Light Group, Sunscreen Glass. White #1925N

per month

S31998
per month

99 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SE
3.3 Liter V-6, Air Cond., Tilt Cruise, Cassette, Power
Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Rear Defroster, Rear Air
Cond. w/Dual Temp Controls, Floor Mats, Roof
Back, Light Group, Trip Computer, Keyless Entry,
Sunscreen Glass. Cranberry #1905N

$31499
per month

99 PLYMOUTH GRAND VOYAGER SE
Expresso Pkg., 3.3 Liter V-6, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise,
AM/FM/Cassette/CD/Equalizer, Alloy Wheels,
Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Rear Defroster,
Rear Air Cond. w/Dual Temps Controls, Floor Mats,
Roof Back, Light Group, Trip Control, Keyless
Entry, Sunscreen Glass. Forest Green #1927N

$32999
per month

99 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SPORT
3.3 Liter V-6, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise, Roof Back, Fog
Lights, H.D. Suspension, 16” Touring Tires, Alloy
Wheels, Rear Spoiler, Quad Buckets, Power
Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Rear Defroster, Rear Air
Cond. w/Dual Temp Controls, Floor Mats, Light
Group, Trip Computer, Keyless Entry, Sunscreen
Glass & More. Island Teal #1906N

$33998
per month

99 DODGE GRAND CARAVAN SPORT

Ledger &Times

3.3 Liter V-6, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise, Roof Back, Fog
Lights, H.D. Suspension, 16" Touring Tires, Alloy Wheels,
Floor
Mats,
Power
Quad
Buckets,
Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Rear Defroster, Rear Air Cond.
Temp
Controls,
Light
w/Dual
Group,
AM/FM/Cass/CD/Equalizer, Infinity 200 Watt/10 Spkrs;
Sunscreen Glass, Trip Computer, Keyless Entry. Candy
Apple Red #1858N

1001 Whltnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071-1040

997

DEPARTMENT HEADS'

per month

Publis her
Waite( L. Apperson
General Mgr
Alice Rouse
Managing Editor
Amy Wilson
Advertising Mgr
Jim Green
Classifieds Mgr
Debbie Howard
Office Mgr
Rita Boggess
Circulaion Mgr
Jeff Duncan
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READER INFORMATION I

Dueness Hour'
Mon -Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sat. Closed
Phone 9: 753-1916
Fax 9: 753-1927
Subscrlinion Rates
AJI subscrptions payable in advance
Home delivery 6 days a week

1928N 1938N 1909N 1925N 1905N 1927N 1906N 1858N
22040 22585 22665 25665 26120 26990 27895 28445

CAP Cost

19150 19590 19658 22863 23238 23801 24548 25134
999
999
CAP Reduction 999
999
999
999
999
999
Residual Value 11020 11292 11332 13346 13582 14034 14505 14792

month
$600 6 months $3600
3 months $1830 I 1 year
$7200
All leases are 36 months, 12,000 milesiyr 15 miles over, and do not include sales tax, license,
title or state usage fees (if applicable) a bank aquistion fee is included, but the lease end disposition fee is not Gap insurance coverage is included in the above calculations See dealer
for additional information These lease offers expire 12-30-98 Subject to credit approval
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With medical and psychological treatment, Carneal could someday get better, Cornell said.
The psychologist also said
Carneal appeared to be "very
remorseful."
"I don't even care if you're

that she will apply for licensing
and regulation with the state Cabinet for Health Services early next
year.
Gustafson emphasized that there
is no "suspicion of impropriety"
being raised about the Health
Express.
"It's a great program, a great
benefit. But like anything anybody
does, you've got to look at the
risk side of it," he said after the
meeting. "What we're trying to
do is provide a service to the
board and let them known what's
going on there and, hopefully, protect the (Health Express) program."
Pierce, who said she had no problem with a more formalized structure for the Health Express, declined
to comment on why the issue of
Health Express is being raised now
after 14 years of operation with
practically no comment.
The Health Express, while being
a public relations tool for the hospital, is also designed to provide
free or affordable services for those
who can't easily get to the hospital or a physician.
"If doctors want to freeze a
service ..." she said, letting the
sentence trail off. "It really only
hurts the good benefit of what all
of us are trying to do.
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"I think some people fear that
the hospital is going to use this
to start their own health care system" and possibly compete with
physicians, he said.
That may not be the hospital's
intent in using the new mobile
unit, "but the physical plant is
there to start offering clinics and
actually move into medical practice," he said. "What raises our
concern is the possibility.
"This issue of the hospital vs.

physicians is a skirmish; there's
no substance," Gustafson said. The
hospital's potential liability "is a
bigger issue."
In other matters, the hospital
board:
• Heard a report from commissioner Jim Morris that the wellness/rehab committee, which he chairs,
heard a presentation from Centre for
Health Care Planning of Nashville,
Tenn., Dec. 11 and will hear another
from the Benfield Group of St. Louis
this Friday.
The board voted to authorize the
committee to contract with one of the
firms to do a feasibility study for a
wellness/rehab center.
• Heard a report from Andy Adams,
director of the hospital's information
systems, about preparing the hospital's computer software to handle the
Year 2000 bug.
Records are being checked to make
sure the software can recognize changes
of dates from 1999 to 2000, which
could affect such things as patient
diagnoses and billing, he said.
• Voted to accept the medical staff
officers - Dr. Catherine Christopher
(president), Dr. Casey Hines (president-elect), Dr. Jerry Edwards (secretary) and Dr. Phillip Klapper (chief
of staff).

• Calloway...
KIDS COUNT said child care
can be the biggest expense after

From Page 1
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Defense psychologist Dewey
Cornell, a faculty member at the
University of Virginia, also spoke
during the sentencing hearing. After
interviewing Carneal for a total
of 17 hours on five occasions —
the most recent being Tuesday
evening — he had concluded the
teen suffers from a form of chronic and intermittent depression and
from a schizophrenia-like disorder.

She also noted that the mobile
unit is overseen by a medical
directors committee, which includes
Dr. Dewey Dean, director of the
hospital's laboratory.
By law, "medical practice" can
only be defined by the state Board
of Medical Licensure in general and,
locally, by the MEC,Gustafson said.
"They are not in a position to
determine what is and what is not
medical practice," Gustafson said
after the meeting. "So a non-physician telling me that something isn't
medical practice is ... an insufficient assurance to us that it is
being done right."
Since the medical directors committee is not a formal hospital
committee, the MEC can't guarantee oversight of Health Express
and quality of patient service, leaving the potential liability risk to
the hospital, Gustafson told the
commissioners.
Also, referrals from the Health
Express based on one of its screenings shifts a legal liability risk to
the physicians, according to
Gustafson and Dr. Phillip Klapper.
Hospital commissioners later
voted to have a Health Express medthink this whole situation is
ical directors committee meet regsomebody's intent to make it look
ularly and report back to the hosquestionable when it's not and that
pital board.
it's a personal vendetta, and I'm
Hospital board chairman Judy
taking the high road. I'm not badStahler said she and Pierce would
mouthing anybody."
meet to form that committee and
Gustafson said some physicians
report to the board during its Janare concerned about the new Health
uary meeting.
Express, a 40-foot unit purchased
Pierce said after the meeting
by the MCCH Auxiliary in September to replace the old unit and
provide greater capabilities.
T

99 PLYMOUTH GRAND VOYAGER SE

4111111
—

Mandy Jenkins also said she
had forgiven Carneal.
"I forgive him," she said. "I
know he needs help."

sorry," Kelly Hard, another of the
injured victims, shouted at Carneal
as she sobbed. "You should have
thought of that before you did it
Of the dead girls' six parents,
five spoke during the hearing,
including Joe James, who called
Carneal a "spoiled brat" with "no
respect for others."
James, standing before the court
on crutches following hip surgery,
recalled how he sometimes forgets, more than a year after the
shootings, that his daughter, Jessica, is no longer alive.
"Though my mind says she is
gone, my heart still misses her
enough to sometimes include her
in my plans," he said.
The parents of the slain girls
filed a civil lawsuit on Dec. 2,
one day after the one-year anniversary of the shootings. It seeks
unspecified monetary damages from
45 defendants, including Carneal,
his parents, and certain school
administrators, teachers and students.
James and Mrs. Hadley both
told the court that the deaths of
their children led them to seek
clinical help for depression.
—The shooter has killed not only
my daughter, but also a part of
my being, as well," James said.

• Health Express...

3.3 Liter V-6, Air Cond., Tilt, Cruise, Cassette,
Power Windows/Locks/Mirrors, Rear Defroster,
Rear Air Cond w/Dual Temp Controls, Floor Mats.
Light Group, Sunscreen Glass. White #1925N

II

toward you," she said. "I'm just
upset that this happened."
Her twin sister, Mandy, who
witnessed the shootings, told of
being more frightened now when
alone and of her incessant thoughts
about the event and its outcome.
"I constantly remember the times
when things were normal, when
Missy was walking and they were
alive," she said.

per month

99 DODGE CARAVAN
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it looks a lot better than most
counties."

Calloway County's drop out rate
is 1.2 percent, far less than the
3.7 percent state wide.
But workers in Calloway County earn less than those statewide.
The average earning for a worker in the county is $22,365 - compared to $26,017 across the state.
The county reported 95 cases
of physical abuse, 18 cases of sexual abuse and 162 cases of neglect.
And although the teen birth rate
was 11.4 percent, far less than the
state's 20.3 percent averaged, the
county had a higher percentage of
babies born with a low birthweight
(8.7 percent compared to the state
average of 7.8 percent) and a low
percentage of babies receive early

prenatal care (82.1 percent) compared to 84.1 percent.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

housing for low-income families.
A single parent making $11 an
hour at a full-time job, but with
an infant and a preschooler needing care, could expect to pay 34
percent of income for it. Two parents making $7 per hour each at
full-time jobs would pay 27 percent, the report said. Neither household would qualify for a state

child-care subsidy.
Ten percent of income for childcare expenses is generally considered a reasonable burden for working families, the report said.
Cary Willis, a spokesman for
the Cabinet for Families and Children, said child-care is known to
be "a major impediment to family self-sufficiency and also to the
comfort level of parents."
The state is spending $70 million on child-care subsidies now,
up from $45 million in 1996,
before welfare reform. He said
38,000 children were being subsidized, up from 22,000 in 1996.
The Associated Press contributed to this story.
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Cameras blanket Baghdad as attacks start
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NEW YORK (AP) — From the
first whine of an air raid siren in
Baghdad, television cameras were
there to record the U.S. and British
military attack.
Operation Desert Fox stood in
contrast to Desert Storm in 1991,
when reporters had to rely on
phone lines to describe the Gulf
War's beginnings. Iraqi censors
allowed telephone reports but TV
networks had to wait until later
to add pictures.
While correspondents were lim-
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moderates to Clinton's side.

Repeating a theme by Democrats in impeachment hearings, the
minority report said that even if
the allegations were true, they
don't merit "impeaching a president, thereby decapitating the executive branch and disenfranchising
the electorate."
One GOP lawmaker proposed
that Clinton make a $2 million
payment and accept a toughly
worded censure resolution. "Even
at this late date, there are compelling reasons to pursue a different course with a better solution for our nation," wrote Rep.
Mike Castle of Delaware.
A senior White House official,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said Clinton's aides were discussing Castle's proposal and were
eager to see any other "reasonable" ideas that might bring more

Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La., the
incoming House speaker, said he
believes censure is beyond the
House's prerogative at this point.
Former Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, whom Clinton defeated in the 1996 presidential race,
suggested Tuesday that the Senate
could head off a protracted
impeachment trial by passing a
joint resolution to censure Clinton
and sending it to the House.
The House "would certainly"
take up any censure motion or
reprimand voted by the Senate,
Livingston said.
Livingston predicted the vote
is "going to be very close." He
left little doubt about his own feelings, saying, "We do not have a
king. We do not have a president
by divine right."

• Desert Fox...
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"There has never been a political decision coming out of this
building from ,Presiderit Clinton
dealing with our men and women
in uniform," Cohen said on Fox
TV.
Iraq, Russia and China called
for an immediate halt to the U.S.
and British attacks, but a divided
United Nations Security Council
took no action.
Americans strongly supported
the military action, according to
polls by CBS and ABC. In the
CBS poll, about 80 percept said
they favored the strike. According
to the ABC survey, 62 percent
said attacking Iraq was the right
thing to do.
"Operation Desert Fox," which
the administration said could last
up to four days, was designed to
diminish Iraq's ability to produce
outlawed nuclear, chemical and
biological weapons, a weary-looking Clinton told the nation in a
televised address from the Oval
Office.
The president said he ordered
the strikes to protect America's
"vital interests" after consulting
top advisers and reviewing a new
United Nations report detailing
how Saddam had once again failed
to cooperate with U.N. weapons
inspectors.
"Saddam Hussein must not be
allowed to threaten his neighbors
or the world with nuclear weapons,
poison gas or biological weapons,"
Clinton said. "I have no doubt
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today that, left unchecked, Saddam Hussein will use these terrible weapons again."
Clinton warned that unintended
Iraqi casualties were certain.
The strike, which started about
5 p.m. EST, or 1 a.m. Baghdad
time, began with U.S. warships in
the Persian Gulf launching hundreds
of satellite-guided cruise missiles.
To clear the way. Navy EA-6B
planes fired anti-radar missiles at
air defense outposts. Up to 300
cruise missiles were on tap for
possible use within the first 24
hours, military officials said.

Even before the president
revealed the attacks, however, Lott,
R-Miss., criticized the military
action, which came on what would
have been the eve of House
impeachment proceedings against
Clinton.
"While I have been assured by
administration officials that there
is no connection with the impeachment process in the House of Representatives, I cannot support this
military action in the Persian Gulf
at this time," Lott said.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Rep. olution today in support of U.S.
Bob Livingston's hopes for a rel- military forces participating in
atively peaceful move into the "Operation Desert Fox."
Republicans support the effort
House speaker's job all but blew
up in his face when the White House to contain Saddam Hussein, Livingston said. But, referring to "other
launched missiles on Iraq.
legislation on our minds the last
Republicans
anticipated
As
today's planned debate on whether few days," he said the House
to impeach President Clinton, the would move forward with impeachcommander-in-chief had plans of ment, possibly Friday or Saturday.
"We reserve our right to take
his own.
The result: Clinton's decision our constitutional action under the
Wednesday delayed his possible impeachment clause of the Conimpeachment and had some frus- stitution, and we reserve our right
trated House Republicans second- within the next few days to comguessing an order that left them plete the business that brought us
wondering whether the president here in these last few hours," he
had outsmarted them again.
said.
Livingston, R-La., said Clinton
Livingston has tried to assume
may have won for the time being. the speaker's post with a minibut promised the impeachment mum amount of controversy. Action
process will move forward soon- against Iraq was unforeseen, but
er rather than later.
impeachment was becoming his
"The coincidence of that legis- problem. particularly since the curlation and the action of our gov- rent speaker, Newt Gingrich, Rernment is unique. That's all I'll Ga., practically withdrew from the
say about that," Livingston said scene after announcing he would
after he emerged from a closed- leave Congress next year.
door meeting with the GOP rankUntil last weekend, Livingston
and-file. "But in the interest of appeared to have succeeded in
support of our troops, we think lying low during the impeachment
that tomorrow the only thing ,that debate. But his comments against
we need do is go forward and a House vote on any resolution
pass a resolution of support for censuring Clinton — he said such
OUT troops."
action would "violate the careful
So, instead of a debate on balance of separation of powers"
impeachment, the House arranged — put him in the middle of the
to instead approve a routine res- debate.
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Lou Waters said.
CNN's Christiane Amanpour,
who had just made a 15-hour drive
across the desert to Baghdad, was
standing on the roof of the Information Ministry talking to Bernard
Shaw shortly after 4 p.m. EST
(midnight in Iraq) when she was
startled by air raid sirens.
"What can you see?" Shaw
asked.
"Show the skyline," Amanpour
ordered her camera operator. There

wasn't anything to see yet.
The sirens were an immediate
signal for CBS and NBC to break
into programming. ABC followed
10 minutes later.
"We don't know whether it is
incoming or just a practice session," NBC's Kevin Tibbles said,
gulping for air after bounding up
four flights of stairs. "There are
no cars on the streets. I've seen
people running for cover."
On CBS, a grave-looking Dan

Rather set the scene: "There's a
widespread expectation that you'll
see the rockets' red glare in Baghdad sometime this evening."
Cameras showed cars still moving, although quickly, on the Baghdad streets. One couple was even
caught in a late-night stroll. Streetlights stayed on and it seemed
like a normal city night — except
tOr the occasional deafening explosions and lights streaking through
the sky.
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The Pentagon announced it was
sending extra planes and troops
to the area, including 10 F-117
Stealth fighters, Patriot antimissile
units and troops including military police, communications specialists and Special Forces units.
Cohen said the decision to use
force had been long in the making. -Iraq has exhausted all
patience," he said.
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ited Wednesday to a location in a House impeachment debate they
downtown Baghdad and escorted could broadcast before viewers
to a bombing site by Iraqi author- became bored and tuned out.
ities, cameras were still able to catch
Broadcasters were reluctant last
the lights of what appeared to be week to cover the Judiciary Comanti-aircraft fire darting across the mittee's lengthy impeachment
sky and the fireball from a dis- debate.
tant explosion.
Cable networks were left to set
It made for riveting TV — a the stage earlier Wednesday as it
front-row seat for computer-age appeared the attack was imminent
warfare — and seemed to ener- but it was unclear how it would
gize networks that were wrestling affect impeachment. "It's a very
with a decision of how much of tense day in Washington," CNN's
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Balancing act offers peril
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Bill
Clinton struggled Wednesday with
two of the most profound issues a
president can ever face: war and
impeachment.
In a blur of high-stakes meetings. Clinton ordered military strikes
against Iraq while making lastresort plans in his effort to avoid
impeachment in the House. The
two tracks of crises converged in
dramatic fashion for an Oval Office
address Wednesday evening, as the
president explained his decision
and addressed skepticism about his
motives.
"Saddam Hussein and the other
enemies of peace may have thought
that the serious debate currently
before the House of Representatives would distract Americans or
weaken our resolve to face them
down." They were wrong, he said.
Several Republicans didn't wait
for the bombs to drop to accuse
Clinton of manufacturing the showdown to boost his political standing at the brink of a House vote
on impeachment. They risked a
backlash by breaking with tradition to criticize an American military strike so quickly.
And Clinton risked emboldening Republicans if there is a widespread view that the strikes were
politically motivated.
"It's certainly rather suspicious
timing," said Rep. Tillie Fowler,
R-Fla. "I think the president is
shameless in what he would do to
stay in office."He's playing politics with
national security," said GOP consultant Alex Castellanos.
"What he's doing here." said
leading conservative activist Paul
Weyrich, "is more of an impeachable offense than anything he is
being charged with in Congress."
Without mentioning the critics,
Clinton said the timing was driven by the need to catch Saddam
by surprise and avoid military action

AP NEWS ANALYSIS

RON FOURNIER
Associated Press Writer
during a Muslim holiday. He said
twice that his entire national security team signed off on the decision. Defense Secretary William
Cohen, a former GOP senator, said
he was "prepared to put 30 years
of public service on the line" to
defend the attack.
Democrats were outraged that
Clinton's motives were being questioned.
Sen. Robert Torricelli, D-N.J.,
said called the GOP reaction to
strikes against Iraq "as close to a
betrayal of the interests of the United States as I've ever witnessed
in the United States Congress. It's
unforgivable and reprehensible."
It was unclear how 'the public
would react.
Americans showed some skepticism when the United States
attacked alleged terrorist facilities
in Afghanistan and Sudan days
after Clinton's August grand jury
testimony in the Monica Lewinsky case. Polls showed about onethird of Americans suspected those
attacks were diversionary tactics.
Yet independent pollster Andrew
Kohut chalks those figure up to
anti-Clinton voters who never trust
him. Kohut said the public's view
of the Lewinsky case did not change
after the August attacks, a sign
that a strike against Iraq wouldn't
affect impeachment proceedings.
"I think people can keep the
(impeachment) predicament and
Iraq in separate sides of their brain,"
he said.
Still, the president could be
helped by the timing of the attack.
Republican pollster Neil New-

house said GOP leaders could lose
momentum now that Thursday's
vote has been postponed because _
of the airstrikes. Party moderates,
falling one-by-one in line behind
the pro-impeachment leadership this
week, could get skittish about public opinion polls that already shov.
little support for ousting Clinton.
"These guys are ready to vote
but, truthfully, I don't know how
much more pressure they can stand
up to," Newhouse said.
The public will be skeptical
about action against Iraq, but "that
cynicism takes a long time to kick
in,- maybe long enough to buy
Clinton critical time, Newhouse
said.
The White House has argued
for days that impeachment and a
Senate trial would be damaging to
the nation. Castellanos, the Republican strategist, says the showdown
with Iraq is part of that strategy:
Clinton wants to showcase the need
for a strong president.
"He's magnifying the risk to us
if we don't protect him," Castellanos said. "He's the blackmailerin-chief now."
In all of this, Clinton suffers
from a lack of credibility. Did he
lie under oath? Did he lie about
the need for going toe-to-toe with
Saddam right now?
"Both the timing and the policy are subject to question," Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott said,
objecting to the military strike even
after talking to Clinton and being
promised that there was no connection between the day's twin
troubles — impeachment and Iraq.

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
Dec. 15 - Los Angeles Times, on impeachment of President Clinton:
... It's come down to this: Clinton lied. He
ought to say so. He lied pretty much every time
he had a chance. Clinton said Sunday and again
Monday night that he did not commit perjury. In
a technically legal sense, he may be right. But
that is beside the point.
For a man who has shown himself to be a brilliant politician, his lawyerly evasions have never
masked his lies. Americans saw them clearly. But
because most Americans possess something that
many in Washington lack — a sense of proportion and context
voter backlash in November
awaited the dragging out of prurient details from
the Kenneth Starr investigation.
Voters thought they had sent a message of sorts,
not only in the polls but in the midterm elections:
We don't condone Clinton's dishonest, boorish
behavior, and he should pay a price for it — but
removal from office is too high a price for the
country. ...
Clinton won't admit to perjury, and the Republican leaders in the House say they won't consider censure, only impeachment. ...
Some form of rebuke, short of impeachment, is
what Americans want. The Constitution does not
forbid it. The House leadership has no right to
preclude it.
While many supporters of impeachment have
sanctimoniously worried about the precedent of a
censure, what they ought to worry about is the
precedent of impeaching a president who, outside
the Beltway, maintains popular support, in this
country and abroad.
A Capitol so out of step with the people it
claims to represent, one so easily whipsawed by a
group of small but vocal extremists, is a greater
danger to the Republic than all of Bill Clinton's
selfish lies. ...
Dec.8- The Courier, Findlay, Ohio,on impeachment:
Congress should ignore the polls when it comes
to the impeachment proceedings against President
Clinton.
Polls are not part of our form of government,
even though you might think they are because of
their pervasiveness in recent years.
It's clear, however, that the president and his
lawyers are paying a lot of attention to the polls.
That's a mistake on their part, we think.
But it would be an even bigger mistake for the
House Judiciary Committee and the full House to
be cowed by the polls and not act responsibly in
developing and voting on the evidence concerning
the president's impeachment.
Dec. 13 - The Times-Picayune, New Orleans,
La., on impeachment proceedings:
As the Judiciary Committee was voting Friday
to send articles of impeachment to the House floor,
President Clinton offered yet another apology. ...
By this late stage in the Clinton-Lewinsky affair,
it has become a familiar tactic:
Hoping to avoid serious punishment, the president pleads for forgiveness yet again — coming
maddeningly close to admitting perjury while, in
the end, acknowledging nothing. ... Conventional
wisdom now holds that most Americans are sick
of talking, hearing and even thinking about the
scandal. ...
Yet public fatigue makes the case against President Clinton no less serious. ...
Like a grand jury considering an indictment in
a criminal case, the House must decide whether
there is sufficient evidence of wrongdoing to justify a trial. ...
In deciding whether to set up that trial, we
hope that House members follow the dictates of
law and their consciences rather than pressures
from either party or calculations about political
gain.
If they do so, the proper choice will be clear:

The House should vote to impeach President Clinton.
Dec. 13 - The Galveston County (Texas) Daily
News, on impeachment:
The House Judiciary Committee hearings on
impeachment go a long way toward explaining
why a wrestler will be in the governor's mansion
in Minnesota.
Almost anything would be preferable to the
mindless gridlock of partisan politics.
At a time when we should be able to expect
our congressional leaders to put aside party differences, the hearings explored new depths of partisanship.
Regardless of who was speaking — Democrat
or Republican — almost every comment was predictable, every question expected.
With the nation skidding toward a constitutional crisis, there was absolutely no evidence of free,
independent thought.
One can only suppose that, inside the Beltway,
the committee members' adherence to party line
was seen as evidence of zeal and resolve.
From a distance, it just looked like two groups
of people putting the interests of their parties before
the interests of their country. ...
Dec. 11 - Tallahassee (Fla.) Democrat, on
impeachment:
Will somebody stop this train? Even as Americans deluge their so-called representatives with
pleas to stop the constitutional derailment upon
which Republicans in Washington seem bent, Congress turns a deaf ear to calls for sanity.
Impeach the president? For what? Lying about
an affair?
No, say the partisans gathering eagerly beneath
the spot where they expect the president's battered
carcass to fall. He lied. He obstructed justice. For
that he must pay.
Give us a break.
For all those dissatisfied with two elections in
which those who bothered to vote sent William
Jefferson Clinton and all his tattered baggage to
the White House. this is their chance to upset the
people's mandate. ...
We reject such an extreme punishment because
it does not fit the crime. Clinton did not sell state
secrets, weaken our ability to defend ourselves, or
turn the nation's face away from a world that
looks to the United States for leadership. ...
Clinton lied and Clinton sinned. ... But he's
served his time and so have we.
Censure the president, and let him know we're
all deeply disappointed in him. ... But end this
impeachment mess. Call off the dogs.
Dec. 15 - The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma
City, on impeachment:
Others have said it, and it is so true: Bill Clinton has found it impossible simultaneously to uphold
the law (including his oath of office) and remain
in power.
His abuses extend from meticulous violations of
campaign finance law to misuse of government
agencies and resources in order to shred the reputations of both political foes and former lovers.
Yet, just one of his trysts triggered the selfinduced political crisis he now faces. An on-thejob dalliance with an intern led to deliberate lies
— and the falsehoods of others who believed his
protestations of innocence.
He stands, in the House Judiciary Committee's
four articles of impeachment, guilty in the court
of public opinion, a man uniquely capable of lying
with conviction. ...
More than ever, America needs leaders who will
stand for righteousness.
The rule of law should apply to everyone —
including this corrupt and unethical president. For
high crimes and misdemeanors, the U.S. House of
Representatives should impeach Bill Clinton. The
U.S. Senate will determine whether he can continue in office.
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Study: risk of disorder from flu shot is slight
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Flu shots taken by millions of
Americans each year slightly
increase the risk of contracting a
rare nerve disease, but that chance
is so slim that vaccination is still
a good idea, a new study found.
Of every million people who
teceive influenza vaccines, only
one to two people contract Guillain-Barre syndrome, researchers
say.
That would mean roughly 60
to 70 cases of the disease would
be likely to arise this year from
the flu shot. By comparison, about
20,000 people die in the United
States each year from influenza.
"We say very clearly that it's
a small risk," said Tamar Lasky,
lead author of the study in Thurs-

day's New England Journal of
Medicine.
That low risk makes the argument in favor of getting vaccinated more compelling, said Lasky,
who is affiliated with the University of Maryland School of Medicine.
And in light of the study's findings, the Advisory Committee on
Immunization Practices at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention continues to encourage
people to receive the vaccine.
Until now, only the the type
of vaccine given for the swine flu
strain of influenze in the 1970s
was clearly linked to Guillain-Barre,
a disease that can damage the

nerves, cause weakness in the limbs
and, in some cases, produce paralysis.
Between 60 million and 70 million Americans will be vaccinated for the current strain of flu
this year, the CDC estimates. Doctors recommend the vaccine particularly for people over age 65
and anyone with acute health problems, such as heart disease, lung
disease or diabetes. Of the thousands of people who die each year
from influenza, 90 percent are over
age 65.
Although most patients make a
full recovery from Guillain-Barre
after a few months, symptoms can
persist in 15 to 20 percent of
patients.
The study, performed in col-

laboration with the CDC, examined 180 of 273 adult cases of
Guillain-Earre reported in Illinois,
Maryland, North Carolina and
Washington state during the 19921993 and 1993-1994 flu seasons.
The researchers found that 19
had been vaccinated for influenza
in the six weeks prior to the onset
of Guillain-Barre syndrome, and
about half exhibited symptoms in
the second week after vaccination.
The data showed the risk of contracting the disorder was 1.7 per
million people immunized.
An increased risk of the syndrome was first associated with
the flu when the swine flu vaccine was administered in the 19761977 flu season. The risk at that
time appeared to range from 4.0

Stock Market
Report

to 7.6 per million people vaccinated.
In an editorial accompanying
the study, Drs. Allan H. Ropper
of St. Elizabeth's Medical Center
in Boston and Maurice Victor of
Dartmouth Medical School called
that late 1970s experience "truly
an aberration."
"In the final analysis, it is fair
,
r
to say that influenza vaccines ove
the past 30 years or more have
carried a minimal risk of inducing the Guillain-Barre syndrome,"
they wrote.
However, they advised that doctors consider the risk to each patient.
For example, immunization should
probably be delayed for a year
after a patient suffers a neurological illness, they wrote.
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DEATHS
Raymond H. (Ray) Rhode
Raymond H. (Ray) Rhode, 90, South Seventh Street, Murray,
died Wednesday, Dec. 16, 1998, at 9:15 a.m. at his home.
A member of Immanuel Lutheran Church, Murray, he was the
retired owner of Lippett and Rhode Sawmill and Rhode Grocery
of Lake Dale, Ind.
Born Dec. 11, 1908, in Starke County, Ind., he was the son of
the late John Lewis Rhode and Mary Sczech Rhode. Also preceding him in death were three sisters, Rose Tunis, Esther Brown
and Myrtle White, and two brothers, Frank Rhode and Walter
Rhode.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Josephine E. Rhode, to whom
he was married on Oct. 4, 1936; two daughters, Ms, Alice Ann
Reinhard, Ft. Myers, Ha., and Mrs. Mary Ann Burkholden and
husband, Michael, Greensboro, N.C.; one sister, Mrs. Elsie Kinderman, Peoria, Ariz.,; one brother, Robert Rhode, Cambridge, Ill.;
four grandchildren; one great-grandchild.
The funeral will be at Immanuel Lutheran Church at a time to
be announced. Burial will follow in Highland Cemetery, North
Judson, Ind.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
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Johnny Leo (Joe) Chadwick, 80, 50 Paradise Dr., Murray, died
Tuesday, Dec. IS, 1998, at 6:15 p.m. at the home of a nephew,
Jerry Wallace, Puryear, Tenn.
An employee of the State Road Maintenance Department, he
was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ but had attended Center Ridge Baptist Church for years.
Born Sept. 29, 1918, in Calloway County, he was the son of
the late Lee Chadwick and Bell Walker Chadwick. Preceding him
in death were his wife, Novella Chadwick, one daughter, Nancy
Bell Chadwick, one son, Raymond Earl Chadwick, four sisters,
Allie Wynn, Mayme Wallace, Maggie Parrish and Eddie Morton
Tyler, and one brother, Freeman Chadwick.
Mr. Chadwick is survived by several nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Saturday at Center Ridge Cemetery
The Rev. James Garland will officiate. Pallbearers will be Thomas
Jones, Jim Jones, Jerry Wallace, Jimmy Wynn, Les Wynn and
Vernon Moore.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 4
p.m. Friday.

Mrs. Mary Elise Clark
The funeral for Mrs. Mary Elise • Clark will be Friday at I p.m
in the chapel of Bennett-May Funeral Home, Pulaski, Tenn. Bur
ial will follow in Giles Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Thursda
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home had charge of local arrangements.
Mrs. Clark, 89, Locust Grove Road, Murray, died Tuesda.
Dec. 15, 1998, at 8:50 p.m. at the home of her daughter in Murray.
Her husband, Robert Lee Clark, died in 1970. Born July I.
1909, in Pulaski, Tenn., she was the daughter of the late Amos
Clark Sr. and Lillian Fox Clark.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rebecca Clark and husband, Howell. Murray; one son, Robert Clark and wife, Evelyn,
Pulaski, Tenn.; four grandchildren; six great-grandchildren.
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SUBSCRIBE

300
minutes
only $1.5
of night & weekend calling

Mrs. Sherry Vance
The funeral for Mrs. Sherry Vance will be today at 2:30 p.m
at Hazel Baptist Church where she was a member. The Rev. James

(And no hidden Clauses.)

Garland and the Rev. Wan-en Sykes will officiate. Music will be
by Oneida White, Gwyn Key and Gene Orr Miller.
Cousins will serve as pallbearers. Burial will follow in the
Hazel Cemetery with arrangements by Miller Funeral Home of
Hazel where friends may call.
Mrs. Vance, 49. Shady Grove Road, Buchanan, Tenn., died
Tuesday. Dec. IS, 1998, at 10 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born Feb. 6, 1949, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Garner Warren and Lucille Tharp Warren.
Survivors include her husband, Richard Vance, to whom she
was married on March 16, 1968; one daughter, Carrie Lynn Vance.
Nashville, Tenn.; one son, Richic Vance, Indianapolis, Ind.; three
sisters, Mrs. Donna Winchester and husband, Don, and Mrs. Lynn
Steele and husband. Doug, all of Paris, Tenn., and Mrs. Michelle
Bell and husband. Fink. Purvcar. Tenn

It's the season for simple at GTE Wireless. Just activate now, and get 300
local minutes of night and weekend calling for ,only 15 bucks a month.

HOG MARKET

That's 2 great rate on the time you call most. Then, weekday calling is only

Report
Not
Available
Custom Cabinets
S Woodworking

35C a minute. And there's no tricky expiration date. Plus, GTE gives you
the flexibility to change rate plans as your needs change - no problem.
ASK

Sundays
after
Nowornbar
19

•Kitchen Cabinets
•OffIce Furniture &
Entertainment Centers
& Vanities
'Solid Surface Countertops

502-759-9672
301 Andrus Drive • Murray

ABOUT

OUR

NO -RISK

GUARANTEE!

GTE Wireless Center:

GTE

Murray

Murray
Twin Lakes Office Products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

305 N 12th Street

(502)759-3301

Wireless Agent:

Visit our w•bsit• et
ww w.gt•.(00% / Wir•la s pro m

For busin•ss rat•s and Information, call 1-600-597-3170
Wireless •

Prepaid Cellular •

Paging

•

WIRELE SS

Residential Long Distance

•

Global Roam

•

Wireless Data
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Crick has critiques published
Robert Alan Crick, a 1986 graduate of Murray State University,
has contributed two film critiques
to It's Christmas Time at the
Movies, a new book about Christmas-related movies recently published by Midnight Marquee Press,
Inc.
The first article examines Bell,
Book and Candle. a 1958 romantic comedy starring Kim Novak
as a beautiful modern-day witch
who casts a Christmas Eve love
spell over an unsuspecting neighbor played by James Stewart.
The second article analyzes The
Christmas Tree, a 1969 drama star-

JO'S DATEBOOK

ring William Holden as a wealthy.
businessman struggling to make
his terminally ill 10-year-old son's
final Christmas as happy as possible.
Crick, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Clayborn Crick of Kirksey, is a
1982 graduate of Calloway County High School and holds a master's degree in English from Murray State University.
He presently teaches English at
Russellville High School, Russellville. Crick's work has also
appeared in four other books published by Movie Club, Inc.. and
Midnight Marquee Press, Inc.

Santa's Been Spotted...

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Members of Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity at Murray State
University are pictured with some of boxes of 17,259 pounds
of food collected for Need Line. This is an annual service
of the fraternity.

KEEP MURRAY CLEAN
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On Page 5 of the December 17 Sale
circular, the CD -China Doll" by
Foxy Brown will not be aVailable.
On Page 7, the software "STARSIEGE" will not be available.
We regret any inconvenience this
may cause our customers.

CIUId Development Guitar
es
%

He's Arriving by Helicopter December 19 at

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

Call For Openings

753-5227

121 By Pass • Murray, Kentucky
=HUICK 753-5315 • 1-800-455-5315

EINEM'JEWELER%
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FESIEV JEWELERS

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
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753-3444
95 Chestnut St., Murray

BILLS?
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000 - $110/mo
to
$50,000 - $550/m0
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FINAL DAYS
IV/1VI MLA XT

Home & Industrial
Over 25 Years Experience
Layaway Now For
Christmas
11W

TOO
MANY

FINLE1" JE1VITERS

GOB#98001

6.*
Cis
6.*

SALES • SERVICE

vrww.designaquilt.com
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.
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Featured pets of the week at the Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter include a Siamese adult female cat and a Lab mix five
months old male dog. The shelter is open to the public from noon
to 4 p.m., Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturday, and closed Wednesday and Sunday. For information
call 759-4141.

Motocross Racing Saturday
Indoor Motocross Racing will be Saturday at 7:30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Exposition Center, College Farm Road, Murray.
The public is invited. For information. call Terry Bass at 1-502527-5784.

Family Night at Curris Center

Sewing Machine

‘iiir •

Ages 0-5

BRANDON()WORLD

Pets of week named

Murray Lodges 592, 728, 827, 970 and 971 of.Woodmen of the
World will have their Christmas Family Night Saturday at 6 p.m.
at the Murray State University Curris Center Ballroom. Doors will
open at 5:45 p.m. for fun, food, and Santa Claus. For information
call Linda Fain at 489-2577 or Ann Spann at 753-3508.

•I

Heading Towards Murray, KY!

Tonight will be a special night for wives, mothers, daughters
and sisters of deceased masons. Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will host a dinner for these special persons at 6:30 p.m. tonight at Seven Seas Restaurant. This is an
annual event of the lodge.
Recently elected Lodge Master Claude Wells and Lodge Past
Master and evening's chairman, Joe Lasater, encourage all of
the above ladies to attend. If transportation is needed, contact
Lasater at 753-4530.
This announcement reminds of how much my mother, the
late Dixie Workman, enjoyed this special event by the lodge
after the death of my father, John Workman. Thank you lodge
members for this service.

NO EQUITY REQUIRED
t-lorneowners )lk
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NATIONWIDE
.END
,
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1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitei
www.nationwidelending.com

STORE
CLOSING
SALE
FINAL PRICE
REDUCTIONS

Parents' Night Out Friday
Parents' Night Out at First Baptist Church will be Friday from
6 to 9:30 p.m. at the church. For reservations and information call
the church office at 753-1854 or see Joetta Kelly, Preschool/Children minister of the church.

West View schedules events
West View Nursing Home has scheduled events for the residents
and staff. Friday events will be Dining Music at 8 a.m., RSA
Exercise at 9:30 a.m., Balloon Toss at 10 a.m., and Station 1
Christmas Party at 2 p.m. Events on Saturday will be Scotts
Grove Baptist Church service at 10 a.m. and Room Visits at 2
p.m. Sunday events include Sunday School at 9:45 a.m. and Flint
Baptist Church service at 2:30 p.m. Events on Monday will be
Dining Music at 8 a.m., RSA Exercise at 9:30 a.m., Poplar Spring
Baptist Church service at 10 a.m., Room Time at 2 p.m. and Pet
Visit at 3 p.m.

Kwanzaa celebration Saturday
Kentucky Historical Society's Kwanzaa celebration will be Saturday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Old State Capitol, Frankfort.
Children aged 5-10 and their parents are invited to hear feature
stories and an African music making activity led by Louisville storyteller Nana Yaa Asantewa at 10:30 a.m. and 12:30 p.m. In
between, kids can make Kwanzaa decorations and gifts and play
the African game Mankala. The program is free. For information
call 1-502-564-3016, ext. 453.

WKMS plans holiday programs
Radio Station WKMS-FM 91.3 programming will include "Chanukah
Lights 1998 at 1 p.m. Friday; and "Little Women at 7 p.m. and
"An Appalachian Celtic Christmas" at 8 p.m. on Saturday.

ALL selling pecans
The Associated Ladies for Lipscomb are selling their first quality shelled pecans to go toward scholarships for local students to
David Lipscomb University. To order pecans call Marsha Dale.
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("lust gn came 3or Christmas!

SAVE FOR CHRISTMAS GIVING!
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90 Days Same as Cash • Up to 36 Months to Pay
11"7-N kPFR, 111 CII.EDIT
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•Stereo Sound
•Remote Ready
•On Screen Menus
•A/V Jacks
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GOLD & DIAMONDS
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Fixtures
Furnishings
To Be Sold
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EVERYTHING
MUST BE SOLD!

Central Shopping Center
Next to the old Wal-Mart Building
Murray • 502-753-9959
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TUCKER TELEVISION
as 50

MEC

1230 State Route 121 N.• 753-2900

•
•

Jack Frost

• PG 1:25 3:30 7:05 9:20 •
•
•
•
•
• Star Trek: Insurrection
•
•
•
• PG.1:30 3:40 7:20 9:30 •
•
•
•
•
Psycho
•
•
•
• R 1:05 3:25 7:30 9:45 •
•
•
•
•
• A Bug's Life
•
•
•
G 1:05 3:10 7:15 9:15 •
•
•
•
•
The Rugrats Movie
•
G 1:10 3:15 7:00 9:05 •
•
•
•
•
• Enemy of the State
•
•
••
• R 1:00 3:35 7:00 9:40
•
•
•
•
• The Water Boy
•
•
• PG131:20 3:20 7:15 9:15 :
•
•
Matinees Saturday
•
•
•
•
&
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Only
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An invitation comes to every heart...
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Dawn Marie McKenzie
and Jeremiah T Hall

McKenzie and Hall
wedding on Dec. 31
Mr. and Mrs. Larry McKenzie of Murray announce the forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Dawn Marie McKenzie, to Jeremiah
T. Hall, son of Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hall of Owensboro.
Miss McKenzie is the granddaughter of Mrs. Velda Linn and the
late Clayton C. McKenzie of Murray, and the late Wilbur C. and
Gladys M. Killin of Pine Village, Ind.
Mr. Hall is the grandson of June and O.T. Evans and Mona and
Lester Hall.
The bride-elect, a graduate of Calloway County High School, will
he a December 1998 graduate of Murray State University with degrees
in Radio/Television and Sociology.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Owensboro High School and a
1995 graduate of Full Sail Film and Recording School of Orlando,
Fla.
The wedding will be Thursday, Dec. 31, 1998, at 1 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, Murray.
A reception will follow at Christian Community Church, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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Christmas
Tree Sale
Over 400 Scotch Pine Trees
5.-9. Tall!
Located on 12th Street
at the parking lot of
ARBY'S & BOONE'S
*All proceeds help fund
Murray/Calloway County Youth Projects.

•

Sunday, December 20 • 6 p.m.
207 Robertson Road S., Murray, Kentucky

For more information, call (502) 753-8240

04a 253-19/6 4vD

1 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Sun.

Save an Exlra
sale or clearance items with these coupons
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 18 AND 19 ONLY!
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the sale or clearance

the sale or clearance

the sale or clearance

the sale or clearance

price of one item

price of one item

price of one item
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Ladies Dresses
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FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
1
DECEMBER 18 AND 19 ONLY'.

Team Apparel for Boys,
Toddlers & Infants

Longsleeve Tops

.

We'll be serving cookies, coffee and cider
to show our appreciation for
your continued support!

1

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY,
DECEMBER 18 AND 19 ONLY

Please join US for a

Friday, December 18th
11:00 am• 4:00 pm

evewrsl

y 8 am • Saturday 7 am

rrst qual'dents to
Dale.

Christmas
Open House

SI/ARE Att YOUR SOC/fTY NEWS.

•

•

9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Mon.-Sat.

Westside Baptist Church

Friday & Saturday, December 18 & 19 Only!

Annual
Murray
Optimist

•

A musical celebration presented by the adult choir of
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Call 753-1916 ext. 27 to report a
news tip. you could earn $10!
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Three newborn admissions, dismissals and two expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Dec. 15 have been released
as follows:
Newborn admissions
Brooks baby boy. mother, Donna
Brooks, Murray;
Hart baby boy, parents, Myra
and Jimmy, Cadiz;
Letson baby boy, parents. Terri
and Jeff, Puryear, Tenn.
Dismissals
Francis William Kerr and Mrs.
Mable E. McLeod, Hazel; Mrs.
Janeen Elizabeth Burkeen, Dexter; Mrs. Ruby Pauline Humphrey,
Mrs. Toynia Elaine Smith and Rollie J. Fields, all of Benton; Mrs.
Elaine E. Uuskallio, Springville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Paula Jean Doyle,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Arthur Raymond Boyd Sr. and Richard Lowry,
Cadiz; Lester Glenn Nanny, Mrs.
Nellie Rene Bell, Ira Joe Wadkins, Mrs. Nelle Whitnell Outland, Ronnie Kyle Smith, Miss
Analie Sue Murray and Mrs. Helen
Q. Bennett, all of Murray.
Expirations
James Ralph Edwards, Hazel,
and Mrs. Ruby Sharon Vance,
Buchanan, Tenn.
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JCPenney Coupon

J

20% Off purchases from any Current JCPenney Catalog.*
Sale Catalogs and Electronics included!
Call 1-800-222-6161 and ask for your "Last Minute" Discount. Valid on orders placed Dec. 18-19, 1998 only.
Some exclusions apply. See below for details.
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Visit JCPenney on the Internet at were jepenney.com
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The Kentucky Press publication
had an interesting quiz on Christmas this week. Lisa Carnahan is
the director of the publication and
David Thompson is executive direc
tor of the KPA. It is as follows.
We are wordsmiths, masters of
the often-complex English language.
We are artists, able to paint
mental pictures of news events,
or for the advertiser able to sell
their services and products.
We are able to relay emotions
through the printed word, able to
pull readers into a sense of "being
there" simply by the way we write.
Able to...well, you get the picture.
That being the case, during this
holiday season, try this test. Perhaps these samples are titles English professors would have used

for some of the more popular Christmas songs and hymns. Fortunately someone, perhaps even a newspaper person, came up with the
more original titles. See if you
can decipher them.

This is copied but the author
is unknown.
(Answers are printed below, but
no cheating!)
1. Small City in Judea
2. Colorless Yuletide

3. Singular Yearning for Twin
Incisors
4. Loyal Followers Approach
5. Righteous Darkness
6. Weather: Cloudless. Arrival
rime: 2400 Hours
7. Far Off in a Feeding Trough
8. Array the Corridors
9. Bantam Percussionist
10. Monarchical Triad
II. Nocturnal Noiselessness
12. Father Christmas on Route
to Borough
13. Initial Christmas
14. Frozen Precipitation Commence
15. Proceed and Enlighten Upon
the Pinnacle
16. The Quadruped with the
Vermilion Proboscis
17. Query Regarding Identity
of Descendent
18. Delight for the Third Planet
19. Give Attention to the Melodious Celestial Beings
20. Hence Arriveth Kris Kringle
21. To Decry Matriarchal Osculation of Yuletide Anthropomorphian

Do you have a CD or
IRA maturing?

For Your Personal Check
"The area's first...is still the area's best"

OUR CURRENT
FLEX II ANNUITY
INTEREST RATE.

When Santa needs cash for
his presents, he calls
Kwik Cash!

5.50%

Requirements:
•klost recent bank statement 'Proof of employment
'Photo I.D.

Southern Farm Bureau IA
Company offers Flex II. a Flexible
Premium Retirement Annuity designed for
periodic as well as single premiums Your
contributions, less any applicable maintenance fees, accumulate wealth for the
future. Early surrender charges apply

3 Convenient Locations to Serve You:
PRINCETON, KY
MAYFIELD, KY
Next to Kentukcy Finance
407 Hwy 62 W
(502) 365-7879

Oak Park
1417 St Pt Hwy 45 N
(502) 247-7244

753-4703

MURRAY, KY

'at

Dixieland Shopping Center
1304-C Chestnut St
(502) 759-5923

FARM
BUREAU
INSURANCE
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With Purchase 0:
Diamond Stud
Earrings

4% oh lour Choice Of
oli..1 (..:01,1 a Diamond
Lrier-Rack or Diamood
, Buttercup Earrings

89
Prom,(smut Otalltr,

1/2 Carat'
$149

One BigCarat*
The "Duke" or "Duchess"

Brilliant Round Solitaire
1/4 Carat 5299

Your Choice

s799
0999

1/2 Carat

One Big
Carat ‘7r •

Round £.+' Baguette Diamonds

1/2 Carat

$799

New Book Tells Story of
Country Doctor of Year
Over the past 50 years, Dr.
Claire Louise Caudill and nurse
Susie Halbleib have traveled an
isolated mountain region in eastern Kentucky by means of truck,
sled, boat and even on foot.
Together they have assisted in
the births of over 8,000 babies
and worked to improve the health
of innumerable women.
Now, through interviews and a
one-woman play, "Susie n;
author Shirley Gish chronicles the
lives of two remarkable women
in the new book, Country Doctor: The Story of Dr. Claire Louise
Caudill. The book will be published on Jan. I 1, 1999, and the
cost will be $22.50.
For her work in bringing health
and prenatal care to the Morehead
region, Dr. Caudill was named the

IMPIOUS

$499

Christmas

Dream Rin

515 per month

1 /4 Carat

Anniversary
ite Diamond
Band',

1/2 Carat

Country Doctor of the Year in
1995. But long before that national award, Caudill and Halbleib
were celebrated figures in their
city, and the girls named Louise
and Susie in honor of the doctor
and nurse team are almost too
numerous to count.
In 1957, Caudill and Halbleib
established their own office in
Morehead, but they soon realized
that what the town really needed
was a hospital.
The Catholic Church was investigating how they could participate, and Caudill remembers that
all it took was one look at her
office to convince church officials
to start building.
The day Monsignor Towell came
to visit, Caudill says, "we had
two sets of twins and a singleton
that night, and we had just had
another one and someone in the
labor room. So there were five
babies all lined up. And (Towell)
came in and went kind of pale.
He thought surely we must need
a hospital." As a result, the St.
Claire Medical Center was a reality by the early 1960s.
Doctor and nurse have had their
share of unusual experiences. One
young man remembers the story
of how his father had to use a
blow torch on the back door of
Caudill's house during a blizzard
so that she could attend his birth.
Halbleib tells of a woman in active
labor who arrived at Caudill's mother's home at two in the morning.
She was put into Caudill's mother's bed and delivered; but it took
three days to convince the woman
that she was ready to get up and
move around.
Caudill, and Halbleib still practice in Morehead today. Though
Caudill no longer delivers babies,
her other patients will not let her
retire.
SO REMEMBER
Author unknown
So remember while December
Brings the only Christmas Day,
In the year let there be Christmas
In all things you do and say;
Wouldn't life be worth the living,
Wouldn't dreams be coming true
If we kept the Christmas spirit
All the whole year 'through?
I wish for you and yours a
most happy Christmas holiday season.

BIRTHS

Your Choice
One Big Carat*

One $
Carat"

Marquise Cut

22. At the Zenith of the Domicile
23. Endocarps Vesicated on a
Conflagration
24. Jehovah Dulcify Blith
Chevaliers
25. The Dozen Festive Earthly
Rotations of Yuletide.
ANSWERS
I. Little Town of Bethlehem
2. White Christmas
3. All I Want for Christmas is
My Two Front Teeth
4. 0 Come All Ye Faithful
5. 0 Holy Night
6. It Came Upon a Midnight
Clear
7. Away in a Manger
8. Deck the Halls
9. Little Drummer Boy
10. We Three Kings
11. Silent Night
12. Santa Claus is Coming to
Town
13. The First Noel
14. Let it Snow
15. Go Tell It on the Mountamn
16. Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer
17. What Child Is this?
18. Joy to the World
19. Angels We Have Heard on
High
20. Here Comes Santa Claus
21. I Saw Mommy Kissing
Santa Claus
22. Up on the housetop
23. Chestnuts roasting on an
Open Fire
24. God Rest Ye Merry Gentlemen
25. The Twelve Days of Christmas

Thelma
Louise
or Starbright

Two Carats*
Round or
Princess Cut
Your Choice

The Shepherds approach the manger to worship the Baby
Jesus. Mary and Joseph are at right. At Nativity Scene,
Gatlinburg's Christus Gardens, Gatlinburg, Tenn.

Nathanael J. Taylor
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Bradley Taylor of 407 Elderberry Dr., Dexter,
are the parents of a son, Nathanael J. Taylor, born Saturday, Nov. 28,
1998, at 7:40 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight pounds 12 ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches. The mother is the former Bernice Ann Bolton.
Grandparents are J.B. and Darlene Taylor of Murray, Joe R. Bolton
of Royalton, and Kathleen Bolton of Cynthiana.
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BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
— With a wide-open Oscar race
brewing, this year's Golden Globe
nominations took on greater importance — and promised more surprises.
The nominations for 13 film
and II television categories were
to be announced today at the Beverly Hilton Hotel in a pre-dawn
ceremony featuring Elisabeth Shue,
Dennis Quaid, Christina Applegate
and Noah Wyle.
The movie front-runner for
Golden Globe nods was Steven

Spielberg's World War 11 epic "Saving Private Ryan," which has
impressed critics for its gritty depiction of war and for strong performances by Tom Hanks, Tom
Sizemore and Adam Goldberg.
But a number of other films
were in the running for multiple
nominations, including "Shakespeare in Love," "The Thin Red
Line," "Elizabeth," "The Truman
Show," "Pleasantville" and "Waking Ned Devine."
The Golden Globes, which are

HOROSCOPES
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday,Dec.
18, 1998:
You are more stable and focused
than in many years past. You are
also capable ofharnessing enormous
creativity and using it to positive
ends. New beginnings are simple
because you decide to make it so.
Sometimes others will accuse you of
being too "me oriented," but that is
part of your style. If you are single,
Cupid's arrow strikes. You could
find that this is your soul mate. If
attached, you enhance your relationship by charging some of your
libido energy into your bond. CAPRICORN is possessive.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Prepare to take an even
stronger role with the people whom
you care most about. Make resolutions about enhancing your professional image. What you promise
yourself today can happen in future
tomorrows. Your steady guidance
and deep insights promote others'
confidence.Tonight:In the limelight.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Listening to a partner helps
you make a decision. Find ways to
gain more insight, be it through a
course, observing tither styles or
simple detachment. Intuition helps
you know what direction to go in.
Being alone could be difficult; find
friends. Tonight: Catch a live musical show.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reveal what is going on
inside your head. Understand what
makes someone tick. Discuss what
will inspire your confidence. Decide
about investments and a partnership. Who wears the pants here?
Decide which stepping stones lead
to a special goal. Tonight: Enjoy the
seasonal social whirl.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Finish up work as soon as
you possibly can. Others might not
have the same ideas as you regarding the most recent plans. Still, you
must meet several social commitments. You can no longer ignore
them. Put on your most festive face
and make the best of it. Later, you
will be happy with your actions.
Tonight: One party after another.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Use your imagination at
work. You accomplish a lot, even if
someone plays devil's advocate. Finding the holes in an idea helps you

solidify the concept. Be open to feedback. Take a relaxation break. Get
to the gym at lunchtime. Tonight:
Last-minute errands and calls.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Build on strong foundations.
Make resolutions about loved ones,
children and friends. You can improve the caliber of your relationships by opening up. If single, you
might meetsomeone important. But
keep business, money and pleasure
separate. Tonight: Do what you enjoy the most.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Reach out for others. Make a
point of discussing plans this morning to avoid a last-minute snafu. A
partner responds to your overtures
slightly negatively. What did you
expect from this person? Keep communications flowing. Tonight: Finish errands, then head home.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You work hard and often
leave little energy for anything else.
Handle funds in an appropriate
manner. Consider using the phone
for shopping, visiting and completing as much as possible. Acknowledge your limitations. Tonight: Do
as little as you can g- et away with.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** Follow through on money
matters right now. A loved one or
child might be demanding, wanting
everything his way. Recognize your
capabilities, then help others be realistic. It all starts with you! Start
making important resolutions. Tonight: It could become expensive!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Pull back, then make decisions. Family life is unusually dominant right now.You could be weighed
down,feeling a lack ofspace. Discussions produce solutions. The answer
could be a lot simpler than you think.
Be willing to do your part. Tonight:
Out of the doldrums.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Join friends, and let more
celebration into your life. You are
already in the holiday spirit. Stay
focused on what you want. Someone
wants to help and is there for you.
Loosen up, and talk about a problem. Solutions come easily. A new
friend puts a smile on your face.
Tonight: Holiday cheer.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Accept responsibility, and
stay on top of work. A boss might
really need your assistance. Although you might feel pressured,
the effort is more than worth it. New
beginnings occur because of your
willingness. Delay personal plans if
needed. Tonight: A lot of hoopla and
fun with friends.

decided by the 92 members of the
Hollywood Foreign Press Association, are traditionally strong predictors for the Oscars and provide
a major promotional push for a
movie or an Oscar hopeful.
This is particularly true this
year because — with the exception of "Private Ryan" — any
number of films could be in the
running for an Academy Award,
to be presented March 21.
Studios waged vigorous. lobbying campaigns, lavishing Golden
Globe voters with videotapes and
promotional freebies, from gift baskets to more inventive giveaways.
October Films sent voters tapes
of "Hilary and Jackie" in a vio-

lin case.
"Actually, Jackie is a cellist,
but we didn't think a cello case
would fit in the UPS trucks," said
Dennis Rice, October's president
of worldwide marketing.
Unlike the Academy Awards,
the Golden Globes honor television shows and split the movie
awards for best picture, actor and
actress between two categories —
drama and comedy or musical.
Globe voters have been known
to make some unusual selections,
ranging from an award to Pia
Zadora to, more recently, a best
picture win for "Evita."

John Dillon of the department of journalism and mass communication at Murray State University recently returned from
this year's faculty seminar at the Academy of Television
Art and Sciences in Los Angeles, Calif. He is shown with
Hal Lovejoy, media coordinator, who worked with Dillon
and 16 other faculty from around the nation on concepts
in Hollywood TV programming and new technology practices.

HOME CURED by David Riley
Authentically salt-cured & hickory smoked the
old fashioned way for full-bodied, yet mellow
flavor, because it's aged almost a full year!
Place Holiday Orders Now!
Toll Free 1-888-780-8270
Local (502) 759-6128

A Life-Changing Weight Loss Program.
COMING SOON To THE... YMCA

753-0228
\

Ask For Brenda

Drive Into 1999 with a
New Car or Truck from
We've started our celebration early, so join
in on thefun and great savings!
1999 Dodge Stratus
4 Door Sedan

1999 Dodge Intrepid
4 Door Sedan

Stk. #99078

Stk. #99186

V-6, Automatic, NC, PS/PB,
Tilt & Cruise, P/W, P/L,
Power Mirrors,
Floor Mats.

Automatic, A/C, PS/PB,
Tilt & Cruise, P/W, P/L,
Cassette, Floor Mats,
Power Mirrors.

Every Friday Night

B•11•NI•G•0

Stk. #99151

Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.
Dexter,
Nov. 28,
d 20 1/4

R. Bolton

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%, 75% and 90%

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or Was)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers
Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club • License #0181

Warehouse Tire will continue to
offer you the same dependable
service and excepquality you've
Cooper
come to trust.

1999
Plymouth
Voyager
Stk.
#99185

V-8, Automatic, NC, PW/PL, 40/20/40
Split Cloth Bench Seat, Floor Mats,
Power Mirrors,
Aluminum Wheels

1999
Dodge
Dakota Sport
Stk.
#99162

Open Mon.-Fri. 7-5

WAREHOUSE TIRE

'14,995*
Automatic, NC, PS/PB, 7 Passenger, Cloth
Seating, Rear Defroster, Cargo Net, Under Seat
Storage

V-6, Automatic, A/C, PS/PB, Floor Mats, Fog
Lamps, 22 Gallon Fuel Tank, 40/20/40 Split Cloth
Bench Seat, Carpet, Aluminum Wheels, 215
Raised White Letter Tires.

"Whatever It Takes, We Want To Be Your Car or Truck Company."
May the warmth and joy of Christmas fill your
home this season. We appreciate your patronage.

Jerry Humpreys Heating & Air
753-0112

-CP
[
Dodge
Dodge Dude

PtuPP't-iecf
2400 E. Wood St.• Paris, TN
642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
•All rebates applied down. Taxes extra.
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NCAA debates bat specifications
• MSU's Thieke says
new bats will likely
be ready for 1999
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Will college baseball teams ever
use wooden bats again?
Murray State head coach Mike
Thieke seems to think so -- but
not for a while.
"I think wooden bats are probably a couple of years down the

road," Thieke explained. "But 1
think we may be headed in that
direction. We're at that point right
now."
Wooden or aluminum bats?
That's the question that Thieke
and college baseball coaches across
the country are weighing in the
light of recent debates over standards for non-wooden bats.
On Tuesday, a Division I governing committee ruled that aluminum bats must be thinner and
lighter when the NCAA playoffs

begin next May. The change is
designed to make them more similar to wooden bats.
The Division !committee agreed
with Division 11 and III that the
bat heads shouldn't be thicker than
2 5/8 inches and that the bats'
overall weight should be decreased.
Thieke thinks the new bat specifications are necessary for the sport.
"I do think this is a good idea,"
he said. "All of this new technology has gotten way ahead of
the game.

'We need to find a way to
slow down the ball's 'exit velocity'. The reaction of the ball coming off the bat has increased to
the point that it's getting dangerous," he added.
However, that "exit velocity" is
a subject the committee refused
to address during its meetings,
mainly out of concern that there
wouldn't be enough bats manufactured for the 1999 season.
Other divisions decided that the
speed should not exceed 93 mph

-- 20 mph slower than the speeds to try to stop the changes. The
produced now by some aluminum lawsuit also seeks $267 million in
bats. The NCAA says those speeds damages.
The company said if the "exit
are dangerous, especially to pitchvelocity" change was adopted, there
ers.
The speed issue will be taken might not be enough bats to comup by the organization's executive plete the 1999 regular season.
Thieke said he had received
committee at a yet-to-be-determined
information that bats containing
date.
Tuesday's recommendation was the new specifications would be
encouraging to one aluminum-bat available in time for the 1999 season.
maker.
Easton Sports of Van Nuys,
Calif., sued the NCAA in August • See Page 11

Couch SEC
player of
year; Fulmer
top coach

MHS to host Marshall
at RSEC Friday night
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray High's Fourth District
doubleheader against Marshall
County Friday night has been
moved to the Regional Special
Events Center.
The game was originally scheduled to be played at Murray High
School.
The girls' game starts at 6 p.m.
Friday with the boys to follow.
The schedule has also been
released for next week's Racer
Christmas Classic at RSEC.
On Monday, Dec. 21, Calloway
County's girls will face South Fulton. Tenn., at 3:30 p.m., Marshall
County's boys will face Glasgow
at 5, Calloway County's boys will
take on South Fulton at 6:30 and
Murray's boys will face Callisle
County at S.
On Tuesday, Dec. 22, Murray's
girls will face South Fulton at
3:30 p.m., Murray's boys will take

Classic
Racer Christmas
Special Events Center
Regional

Monday, Dec. 21
Calloway girls vs. South Fulton, Tenn. -- 3:30 p.m.
Marshall County boys vs. Glasgow -- 5
Calloway boys vs. South Fulton, Tenn. -- 6:30
Murray boys vs. Carlisle County -- 8
Tuesday,,Dec. 22
Murray girls vs. South Fulton -- 3:30 p.m.
Murray boys vs. Dawson Springs -- 5
Marshall County boys vs. South Fulton -- 6:30
Calloway boys vs. Carlisle County -- 8
on Dawson Springs at 5. Marshall
County's boys will face South Fulton at 6:30 and Calloway County's boys will face Carlisle County at 8.
Ticket prices are $5 for for
adults and $3 for students.
Calloway County's girls will also
take part in the Marshall County
Christmas Tournament.

The Lady Lakers will face Reidland in the tournament's first round
Dec. 29 at 6 p.m.

11 See Page 11

Calloway's boys and Murray's
girls will take part in the Martin
Lions Club Christmas Tournament
while the Murray boys will play
in the Hopkins Central Tournament.

Capers
out as
Panthers
coach?
CHARLOTTE. N.C. (AP)
The Carolina Panthers plan to fire
coach Dom Capers at the end of
the season, The Charlotte Observer reported today.
The newspaper, citing .sources
it did not identify, said owner
Jerry Richardson will make the
move after the Dec. 27 game
against Indianapolis.
Richardson and Capers declined
comment Wednesday night through
team spokesman Charlie Dayton.
Capers had little to say about
his status during his Wednesday
news conference, a major change
From earlier this season when he
said he was confident his job was
secure.
He said he was focusing on
getting the Panthers ready for Sunday's game against St. Louis.
The firing would mark a dramatic two-year fall for Capers,
who was the NFL's coach of the
year in 1996 after leading the
Panthers to a 13-5 record and the
NFC Championship game.
After going 7-9 last year, Carolina is 2-12, tied with Cincinnati for the league's worst record.

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP) —
Tennessee coach Phillip Fulmer,
who guided the Volunteers to a
perfect season and their second
straight Southeastern Conference
title, and Kentucky quarterback Tim
Couch were picked as SEC coach
and player of the year Wednesday in voting by league coaches.
Fulmer, who has directed the
Volunteers (12-0) to bowl games
in each of his seven seasons as
head coach, has a 66-11 overall
record, making him the winningest
active coach in NCAA Division
I-A. Tennessee will play Florida
State for the national title in the

Kentucky quarterback Tim
Couch has been named SEC
Player of the Year. Couch
passed for 4,275 yards this
season.

Steelers' Stewart apologizes
for outburst after benching
"You have to understand it's an emotional game.
It's not so much I was frustrated because I was
pulled," Stewart said.
Then, perhaps not realizing it, he criticized Tomczak for losing a fumble and throwing an intercepBy ALAN ROBINSON
tion that ended the Steelers' comeback hopes. StewAP Sports Writer
art returned to play the final 1 1/2 quarters after
PITTSBURGH (AP) — The screaming has stopped, Tomczak committed the two turnovers in a span of
the apologizing has started.
six plays.
A contrite Kordell Stewart apologized Wednesday
"It was the fumble, the interception, and they
for his sideline blowup in Tampa as a players-only got up on us," Stewart said. "Mike was killing us.
meeting seemed to ease the tension in the Pitts- Being a guy who loves to play the game, I hate
burgh Steelers' locker room.
being on the sideline in that situation."
Only a day after several teammates said StewStewart said he felt much better after the meetart's finger-pointing argument with coach Bill Cowher ing, the first called by the Steelers this season.
on Sunday threatened to disrupt a team already reel"I told them I'm still Kordell, and I'm a fighting from a three-game losing streak, the Steelers seemed er and not a loser," he said.
more relaxed than in weeks.
The day before, Stewart was harshly criticized
Backup quarterback Mike Tomczak, among those by Cowher not only for losing his temper, but for
calling the meeting, wore a goofy moose head hat his lack of leadership and his poor play. Stewart
during the team's lunchtime break. And running back has 11 touchdown passes and 16 interceptions only
Jerome Bettis was his usual playful self, grabbing a year after leading the Steelers to the AFC chamteammates in bear hugs.
pionship game.
This is a 7-7 team that is one loss away from
Stewart said he didn't realize how bad he looked
being eliminated from playoff contention?
Sunday until watching a replay of the outburst.
"Things that were said were great and, hopeful"I saw it, and it wasn't too pretty, believe me,"
ly, when we came out of the meeting we had a Stewart said. "It was embarrassing to see. I said,
better feeling for one another," offensive lineman 'That's not me, that's my emotions getting the best
Jim Sweeney said. "I never really questioned the of me and, believe me, it won't happen again.'
unity of this team because this is a close bunch,
"I don't want to say I was upset or crazy ...
but sometimes things need to be said."
(but) I was frustrated and very selfish. I talked to
Most of all, they were said by Stewart, who told coach Cowher and he wasn't too happy with me
his teammates and Cowher he was sorry about his and we had a discussion. ... I apologized and now
teary-eyed temper tantrum during Sunday's 16-3 loss.
He asked Steelers fans to forgive him, too.
See Page 11

Pittsburgh on verge of
missing playoffs this year

File photo
Pittsburgh's Kordell Stewart apologized for his sideline
blowup in Tampa last Sunday. The Steelers, 7-7 and on a
three-game losing streak, may miss the playoffs.

Old favorites fill NFL Pro Bowl rosters
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Football Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Zach Thomas,
Miami's middle linebacker, appeared to
establish himself in 14 games as not only
a Pro Bowl candidate. but a possibility
for defensive player of the year.
Not to Pro Bowl voters.
When the results were announced
Wednesday, the inside linebackers on the
AFC team were Junior Seau of San Diego
and Ray Lewis of Baltimore. not Thomas.
who has overcome a lack of height to
become the leader of a defense that has
allowed 40 fewer points than any team-,

Moss named in rookie season
in the NFL.
"You don't rate your success on making the Pro Bowl." a disappointed Thomas
said. "I know I had a great year and I'm
still playing well. I look at the guys who
made it, and they're not playing any better than I am."
As usual, the Pro Bowl voting was
often a case of rounding up the usual
suspects.
Reggie White was selected for a record
13th time; Jerry Rice, back from a year

off with knee injuries, made it for the
12th; and Bruce Smith and Bruce Matthews
for the I I th.
Randy Moss earned what is likely to
be the first of many selections, and Doug
Flutie, back from Canada, proved that
age (36) and height (5-9) aren't impediments to stardom.
As usual, good teams were rewarded.
The Denver Broncos and Minnesota
Vikings, both 13-1, each led their conference with nine players each.

And the only four teams without representatives were clear losers — Indianapolis (3-11), Chicago (3-11), Philadelphia (3-11) and St. Louis (4-10).
But the Dolphins (9-5) came close,
placing only defensive tackle Tim Bowens
on the AFC squad that will face the AFC
Feb. 7 in Honolulu. That's compared with
five from, Baltimore (5-9)
"As good as the defense has been playing, I felt we'd get some recognition,"
coach Jimmy Johnson said. "It always
make you scratch your head."
Still, there were a lot of pleasant surprises, like Flutie and Sam Gash, his Buf-

falo teammate, who was voted to the
AFC team as the fullback.
"I love that kid, a special guy," said
Jets coach Bill Parcells, who coached
Gash in New England, where he tore up
a knee and missed the Patriots' Super
Bowl against Green Bay. "There arc some
who are different, and he is one of them.
It's a great tribute to Sam. I think everybody in the league knows that now, what
kind of player and person he is."
Moss was the only rookie voted to the
team.
See

Page 11
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Cincinnati edges Minnesota 62-61
By RON LESKO
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -- When
you've won as many games in a
row as Alvin Mitchell, it starts to
seem that there just isn't any alternative.
Mitchell's personal winning
streak entering Wednesday night's
game at Minnesota was 45, spanning a 38-0 season in junior college
last season and his first seven
games for No. 4 Cincinnati.
Teammate Pete Mickeal had
won 79 straight, including two seasons at the same junior college, but
he'll have to thank Mitchell for
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keeping the streaks alive.
Mitchell scored eight of his 12
points in overtime, including consecutive 3-pointers that put Cincinnati ahead to stay in a wild 62-61
victory over No. 17 Minnesota.
The Bearcats (8-0) had to rally
twice in the last half-minute of
regulation just to earn the extra session, and then they needed
Mitchell's shooting and one final
defensive stand to hold on.
"I really didn't think about losing," said Mitchell, who scored all
his points after halftime. "Me and
Pete, we've been through a lot of
close games with each other. But I
think this one was a little bit
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"We've just received information on the new bat specifications,
and right now we're going through
conference calls to learn about
them," said Thieke.
"What we have to do as a conference is to decide whether or not
we'll play the season with the new
bat standards. And I think that we
will," he continued.
"The thing that has been puzzling is the availability of the new
bats. There's been a question as to
whether or not they'll be on the
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Fiesta Bowl Jan. 4.
Couch, a junior from Hyden,
Ky., broke seven SEC records including total offensive yards
(4,151), pass completions (400),
completion percentage (72.3) and
passing yards (4,275) - while
leading Kentucky to a 7-4 record
and its first bowl bid since 1993.
The Wildcats play Penn State in the
Outback Bowl.
Couch is the first Kentucky
player picked for the SEC honor
since Sonny Collins in 1973.
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TODAY
BASKETBALL
•Lakers vs. Mayfield
Jeffrey Gymnasium -- 7
FRIDAY

zes
ing

BASKETBALL
•Murray vs. Marshall (DH)
RSEC -- 6
•Lakers vs. Lone Oak
Jeffrey Gymnasium -- 7

market. But it seems like they (bat
companies) are answering our concerns."
Another concern was that aluminum bats have caused an increase
in home runs, changing the way the
game is played.
The 1998 College World Series
championship game, in which
Southern California beat Arizona
State 21-14, lasted four hours as the
teams combined for nine home runs
and 39 hits.
Thieke feels like those concerns
have been addressed with the new
standards.
"I think this will return the game
back to the way it was intended to
be played," he said. "Pitching and
defense will come into play a lot
more with the new bats. This will
shorten the game time and bring
scores back down."
(The Associated Press also contributed to this story.)
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White, who leads the NFL with
16 sacks, vowed to break with a
tradition observed by many veterans who decline to play once
they're elected. If he does go to
Honolulu, he will set a record he
shares with Ronnie Lott, Lawrence
Taylor and Mike Singletary by actually playing in his 11th game.
Rice, out last season with knee
injuries, capped his comeback with
his 12th election, although teammate Terrell Owens, who has 12
touchdowns to seven for Rice,
missed out.
It feels good that your peers
and everybody still respects you,"
Rice said. "But it takes a supporting cast. So I'm happy to get there.
but I'm disappointed for Terrell

Stern, Hunter at odds;
no new NBA talks set
By CHRIS SHERIDAN
AP Basketball Writer
NEW YORK(AP)-In lockout
circles, it's called full bickering
mode.
And when David Stern and Billy
Hunter expend considerable energy
and expense arguing over who
made the last phone call, full bickering mode has been achieved.
The level of discourse and any
hope for a quick settlement
dropped simultaneously Wednesday as the two main antagonists in
a very serious argument took shots
at each other and made plans to
leave town for the holidays. No
new negotiations are planned.
"Things can't be too critical or
extreme in view of the fact that
commissioner Stern is planning a
vacation in Aspen, Colo. If that's

Owens. He's having a great season,
so it leaves a little bad taste in your
mouth."
Matthews, the Oilers' 37-yearold guard, made it for the 1 1 th
straight season, Smith returned to
his regular defensive end spot for
the AFC and Deion Sanders of Dallas made the team at two positions
-cornerback and kick returner, although Green Bay's Roell Preston
will also return kicks.
In addition to Thomas, two notable absentees are Dallas running
back Emmitt Smith and Green Bay
quarterback Brett Favre.
Smith simply lost by the numbers. He is fourth in the NFC in
yards rushing, and the three players
ahead of him were chosen-Jamal
Anderson of Atlanta, Barry Sanders
of Detroit and Garrison Hearst of
San Francisco.

Weddings • Anniversaries
Bachelor/Bachelorette Parties • Proms
Birthdays • Club Tours - Airport Runs
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Full Bar Set-Ups
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• Darts
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the case, I would assume that Jan. 1
is not the drop dead date," Hunter
said on a conference call.
Hunter also addressed the issue
of race relations in the bargaining
process following two published reports that some players think it
might be a complicating factor.
"I don't think race is (a factor).
You've got billionaire owners accustomed to seeing their dictates
honored, and on the other side of
the table you have players predominantly of African-American origin.
People can read into it anything
they want. Maybe subliminally it
may be there, but it's all about dollars and hard economics," Hunter
said.
"I'll let them decide if they want
to talk to me," he said.

Favre, who has been the NFL
MVP three seasons in a row, is
having what for him is a down
year. He couldn't beat out Steve
Young of San Francisco, who will
start, plus Randall Cunningham of
Minnesota and Chris Chandler of
Atlanta.
Denver's John Elway, chosen
for the ninth time, is the AFC
starter at quarterback, backed up by
two players who started the season
as second-stringers - Vinny Testaverde of the Jets and Flutie, who
had played in the Canadian league
for the last eight seasons.

11Stewart...
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I need to move on."
But unless the Steelers win their
final two and New England and
Tennessee lose twice, they won't
be moving on to the playoffs as
they have every year since 1991.
"We have a chance and as long
as we have a chance, there's something worth playing for," Sweeney
said. "I was on a few teams that
were 4-10 at this time of year, and
you're just basically playing for

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
"See me for all your famity insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
.1••1

18 and up

uryear, TN

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
Biala Farm Insurance Companies
Homo °Mose. Bloomington, Illinois

NFL TEAM STATS

NATIONAL FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
Yards Rush Pass
San Francisco 428.1 162.4 265.7
Minnesota
393.5 118.1 275.4
Green Bay
359.6 95.6 2640
Atlanta
348.1 129.5 218 6
Dallas
344.6 121.8 222 8
Detroit
327.9 128.1 199 8
Washington
320.9 108.2 212.6
Arizona
309.0 105.9 203.1
Carolina
300.1 85.2 214.9
Tampa Bay
299.8 126.8 173.0
Chicago
292.4 101.9 190.6
St. Louis
277.9 87.0 190.9
New York Giants271.9 108.6 163.4
New Orleans 269.8 83.4 186.4
Philadelphia
254.9 109.1 145.8
DEFENSE
Yards Rush Pass
Tampa Bay
276.6 100.4 176 2
Green Bay
277.5 90.4 187.1
Atlanta
291.1 74.9 216.3
St Louis
302.6 131.9 170.7
Minnesota
321.8 99.0 222.8
Dallas
322.6 101.0 221.6
Philadelphia
324.9 146.7 178.2
Detroit
325.3 128.9 196_4
Arizona
326.3 123.8 202.5
New York Giants330.6 130.0 200.6
Chicago
334.7 127.2 207 5
San Francisco 335.0 101.5 233_5
Washington
338.5 152.1 186.4
New Orleans 346.2 104.6 241.6
Carolina
378.7 139.4 239.4

AVERAGE PER GAME
AMERICAN FOOTBALL CONFERENCE
OFFENSE
Yards Rush Pass
Denver
383 0 158.2 224.8
New York Jets 364.9 117.1 247.8
Buttalo
347.6 135.4 212.2
Jacksonville
336.4 131.1 205.4
Tennessee
326.1 128.6 197.5
New England 325.6 87.0 238.6
Indianapolis
319.6 98.7 220.9
Oakland
300.5 111.9 188.6
Kansas City
296.9 97.7 199.1
Miami
295.6 104.4 191.3
Cincinnati
292.5 102.0 190.5
Baltimore
287.5 103.7 183.8
Pittsburgh
286_7 121.7 165.0
Seattle
286.4 98.3 188.1
San Diego
278.6 105.4 173.2
DEFENSE
Yards Rush Pass
San Diego
260.8 71.1 189.7
Oakland
275 9 105.4 170.4
Miami
276.6 93.7 182.9
Buffalo
289.7 94.7 195.0
New York Jets 291.7 98.6 193.1
Pittsburgh
298.8 99_2 1996.
Kansas City
301.7 119.2 182.5
Denver
307.4 87.6 219.7
Tennessee
315.8 99.3 216.5
New England 316.6 89.1 227.6
Baltimore
333_6 105.1 228.4
Jacksonville
341.5 115.4 226.1
Seattle
344.0 126.6 217.4
Indianapolis
366.3 154.4 211.9
Cincinnat,
373.7 161.7 212.0

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in Dean
and General Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

4251- I
1502) 759-5711 • Nlitn.-Sat.

615-1 S.121II,Mrecl. Niterra,. k1

762-0400
Owner
Ronnie Melvin

..•

401 N. 4th St.
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EXCLUSIVE LOCAL DEALER

Limited Inventory
Breakthrough In
Gas Log Technology
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assrass..semegagesintissosse
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rilLiqqAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
-Your Hometown Hardware Store"
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pride. This is different because we
still have a chance at the playoffs."
Bettis also said this isn't the
time for yelling or screaming despite Stewart's tirade - but
rather a resolve to play better as
long as the season lasts. Even if it
is only two weeks.
"I don't think it's a situation
where guys need to be in your face
and say, 'Hey, you'd better pick it
up or we're going to beat you up,Bettis said. "We need to get it together."
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49 with 17 seconds left.
Now the Bearcats were in control, right?
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BASKETBALL
•Racers vs. Western Ky.
RSEC -- 7
'Beach Blast Tournament
Lady Racers vs.
Central Connecticut
Wilmington, N.C. -- 1 p.m. CT

ticized Toman interceplopes. Stewuarters after
in a span of

maine Tate dunked a rebound with
22 seconds to go. The Gophers then
broke Cincinnati's press and had
Kevin Clark breaking free OR a 2on-1.
But instead of pulling the ball
out to run seconds off the clock,
Clark plowed out-of-control into
Tate for a charge. Tate, who transferred from Ohio State and played
his first game in nearly two years
Monday night, then hit both ends of
a 1 -and-1 to put Cincinnati up 50-

II1Pro Bowl...

SATURDAY

tional game.
:ause I was

harder.''
In other Top 25 games, No. 16
Clemson beat South Carolina 7066, and No. 20 Arkansas routed
Southeastern Louisiana 95-57.
Minnesota (6-1) harassed Cincinnati into a shot-clock violation
with 39 seconds left in regulation.
The Golden Gophers led 49-46 at
that point and had the ball coming
out of a timeout.
"I was thinking like, 'Oh, God,
here we go,- Cincinnati's Melvin
Levett said. "I didn't want to lose,
but I had it in the back of my
mind."
The Bearcats then forced a turnover and closed to 49-48 when Jer-
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Hilltoppers return after 8 years for the 138th MSU-WKU matchup.
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Officers charged
with lying in
torture case
NEW YORK(AP)— Two plainclothes police officers were arrested and charged with lying to the
FBI to protect colleagues accused
of torturing a Haitian immigrant
in a stationhouse bathroom.
Rolando Aleman, 28, and Francisco Rosario, 35, repeatedly lied
and concealed facts from investigators, prosecutors contend. The
officers could face up to five years
in prison if conviaed.
Seven officers are now facing
criminal charges as a result of the
investigation into the beating of
Abner Louima on Aug. 9, 1997.
Rosario left the courthouse without comment Wednesday. Aleman
said the negative publicity surrounding ths case will make it
impossible to beat the charges.
Defense lawyers for Rosario
and Aleman denied the charges.
The lawyers accused authorities of
arresting the two to keep them
from testifying as defense witnesses for the other accused officers.
Rosario and Aleman had the
misfortune of booking a suspect
at the 70th Precinct stationhouse
at the same time Louima was
brought in, the lawyers said.
"It's a classic situation of being
in the wrong place at the wrong
time," said Edward Jenks, Aleman's attorney.
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Everyone needs a Porter Cable
Tool for Christmas!'
Murray Lumber Company will have a one day Christmas Sale on Porter Cable
Tools (Priced to SELL)
On Dec. 19th 7:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon the Porter Cable Reps will be at our
office to demonstrate tools, showing whats new & answering any questions you
may have. So Don't Miss This Sale!
Stop by and register to win
FREE TOOLS & OTHER ITEMS to be given away!
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9.6 Volt, 3/8" Keyless
Chuck Drill Kit
•20 position adiustable clutch 15 to
178 in fibs • Two speed ranges 0-350
and 0-1,250 RPM • High capacity batteries run 25% longer between
charges than standard batteries •
Variable speed reversing trigger
switch • Electric brake for extra driving
control • Keyless Jacobs* chuck •
Balanced T-handle design • Advanced
charger with battery diagnostics •
Includes drIN, extra battery pack onehour charger. double-ended bit tip.
carrying case and manual

"if
1/4 Sheet Palm-Grip
Finishing Sander
•20 amps Al, only • 1,16- .,rblt •
14,000 OPM • 100% ball beanngs •
Standard pad accepts adhesive
backed paper • Sandtrap"" canister
dust collection system • Low vibration counterbalanced design •
Includes sander abrasive sheet.
paper punch and manual

Variable Speed Tiger
Saw Kit With QuickChangeTm Blade Clamp
.96 Amp AC only • Electronic van
able speed switch 0-2600 SPM • New
Ouick-Changer" blade clamp for key•
less blade changes in seconds • 118' stroke • Switch for orbit (wood) &
reap (metal) • 100% ball beanngs •
Pivoting front shoe • Includes saw, 6T
blade carrying case and manual

/MERRY CH129STP4ASfrom

Variable Speed Profile
Sander Kit
By popular demand our profile
sander now comes with variable
speed and increased stroke length
You get all the features and standard
equipment that come with our popular
Model 9444 profile sander, plus

John Dillon, a faculty member in the department of journalism and mass communication at Murray State University, met with W. Earl Brown, former JMC student (and former weatherman for MSU-TV-11). Brown starred as Mary's
brother in last summer's "There's Something About Mary,"
with Cameron Diaz. He was the recent lead in an NBC-TV
Profiler segment, and has upcoming parts in two major
movies, "Being John Malkovitz" and "Lost Souls." ,

AROUND THE NATION
IRS seeks $6.5 million from estate
LOS ANGELES (AP) — The Internal Revenue Service wants
the estate of Nicole Brown Simpson to pay $6.5 million in taxes,
a claim based on a $12 million civil judgment against O.J. Simpson that was never paid, the Los Angeles Times reported today.
"There's been no money collected, and no basis for that lien.
So we said, 'IRS, you're nuts,— said Louis H. Brown, Ms. Simpson's father and administrator of her trust.
Brown said Wednesday he is appealing the IRS demand, which
was made in September, because O.J. Simpson has "not paid one
penny" of the $12 million judgment against him.
The estate. created to support the Simpsons' two children, petitioned the U.S. Tax Court in Washington last week to intervene
after failing to reach an agreement with IRS officials, Brown said.
IRS spokeswoman Laurie Kellerman said the agency is seeking to collect $6.5 million in estate taxes, but declined to comment further. Lawyers for Simpson also declined comment.
O.J. Simpson was ordered to pay $33.5 million to the estates
and heirs of Ms: Simpson and her friend Ronald Goldman. The
two were knifed to death June 12, 1994.
Simpson was acquitted of murder, but a civil jury found him
liable for the deaths and awarded the victims' families $33.5 million in damages.

Lawyer accused of
murder takes stand
WILMINGTON. Del. (AP) —
A former prosecutor from an influential Delaware family took the
stand at his murder trial and spoke
publicly for the first time since
the mistress he is accused of killing
disappeared.
Thomas Capano didn't reveal
Wednesday what happened to Anne
Marie Fahey, the governor's scheduling secretary, who was last seen
with Capano at a posh Philadelphia restaurant 2 1/2 years ago.
His attorneys have said she died
in an accident but have left the
jury waiting for details.
Capano was scheduled to resume
his testimony today.
Prosecutors have not laid out a
theory of how Ms. Fahey died,
but are relying on evidence that
seems to indicate Capano planned
her death and then dumped her
body in the Atlantic Ocean.
Defense lawyers admit Capano
dumped the body, saying he did
so to protect himself. But they
have suggested another Capano mistress, Deborah MacIntyre, shot and
killed her. Ms. MacIntyre has denied
the accusation.
By testifying, Capano, 49, opens
himself up to a fierce cross-examination by prosecutors, who could

To Subscribe
Call
753-1916

make him describe in graphic detail
how he crammed Ms. Fahey's body
into a cooler they say was intended to be her coffin.
Prosecutors say Capano killed
Ms. Fahey because she wanted to
end their three-year affair.
On Wednesday, Capano told the
jury about his years in public service and his successful legal career,
which included serving as a legal
aide to then-Gov. Michael Castle.
He seemed relaxed, laughing at
his chief lawyer's Boston accent
and telling him not to call him
"Sir."
Capano immediately attacked the
credibility of the prosecution's two
key witnesses, Ms. MacIntyre. and
his brother, Gerard.
Gerard Capano has said Thomas
came to him months before they
disposed of the body and asked
whether he could use Gerard's boat
if he killed someone who was
extorting him and threatening his
family.
Capano made various references
to Gerard's admitted drug and alcohol abuse, saying other family members did their best to protect him.
• Ms. MacIntyre has said she
bought a gun for Capano at his
request in May 1996 and that he
asked her to say she threw the
gun away.
Although the gun purchase did
not come up Wednesday, Capano
did begin to question other parts
of Ms. MacIntyre's testimony, saying their affair did not begin as
she described.

12-Month Personalized Full Color Photo Calendars
Bring us 1201 your favorite family photos, and we'll
print up a large 11" x 17"calendar just for you!
Now you can have a one-of-a-kind personalized caimdar printed
for you and your family to enjoy Each photo becomes a giant 8" x
10" color print on a large 11" x 17' ready-to-hang calendar Maki,
a fabulous Christmas gift that lasts all year long.
-Z_
Calendar 41°'
1de ONLY
$24.95,
4
,

t.velusirclyfiymi . . .
..ft1301 Chestnut Street r Murray

KY 42071

(502) 753-7117
Ask about our multiple calendar discount.
AMINlk

•Vanable speed of hart 2,100 to 6,000
strokes per minute for added control
of removal rate
•50% increase in stroke length
added removal capability

for

77,-refrY.**IfIrl,mcgr
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Serving the area with Honesty & Experience

104 Maple
Murray

753-3161

Installations • Commercial • Residential • Restaurant Equipment
• Mobile Homes • Window Units
753-9911
• U:111,441 Monoxide Testing
04ned (11"
"
. ted
9397 State Hi.
Glenn ir'nsAiry
24 hr. Emergency
94E Murray

GM offers escape handle in trunks
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WASHINGTON (AP) -- Seeking to prevent the deaths of children, General Motors Corp. said
it will offer an escape handle inside
car trunks starting next year.
Ford Motor Co. officials also
said Wednesday they were working on a similar mechanism to
offer a way out for children trapped
in the extreme heat of automobile
trunks in the summer months.
GM and Ford Motor combined
control more than half the car
market, and GM said it would
share its trunk handle with other
automakers.
•
Nineteen children have died in
the last decade after inadvertently
locking themselves into trunks,
often while playing, government
officials said. Last summer, 11
children ages 2 to 6 died inside
trunks - five in Utah, two in
Greensboro, Pa., and four in Gallup,
N.M.
GM officials say their 8,000plus dealerships will have the trunk
handles available for installation

Boys accused of
exposing selves,
touching girls
OWINGSVILLE, Ky. (AP) Five Bath County Middle School
students have been suspended while
police investigate allegations that
the boys inappropriately touched
and exposed themselves to nearly
two dozen girls at school.
The suspensions, handed down
Friday, will run through scheduled
disciplinary hearings before the
school board Jan. 4.
At least 19 female students say
they were touched inappropriately
by five male classmates, state
police spokesman Ralph Lockard
said.
The alleged incidents occurred
in classrooms, hallways and the
cafeteria over a period of several
weeks, Principal Paid Christy said.
State police were called in to
investigate as soon as the allegations were reported to school officials.
"The safety of these girls is
our first concern," Christy said."We
do everything we can to protect
them."
Christy and Lockard declined
to elaborate on what parts of the
girls' anatomy allegedly were
touched and what parts of the
boys' anatomy allegedly were
exposed.
The boys could face charges in
juvenile court. Lockard said a state
police detective will meet with
Bath County Attorney Donald Maze
later this week to discuss the case.

State puts monitors
in Kenton County
Jail after complaints
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP)-The
state has placed 24-hour monitors
in the Kenton County Jail after
receiving a complaint that deputies
were abusing juvenile offenders.
The jail has been the source
of several complaints that are being
investigated, said Ralph Kelly,commissioner of the state Department
of Juvenile Justice. The allegations involve several juveniles.
"We're going to be monitoring
that facility for the foreseeable
future," Kelly said. "One of our
own monitors will be there 24
hours a day. There are allegations
of physical abuse. There are going
to be criminal investigations going
on. There's really not much more
I can say.The monitors will ensure the
safety of juveniles in the jail. Kelly
said.
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Silverado Z71 - St. #99163.1. Local, one owner, full power, only 21,000 miles

1998

Chev. Astro Cargo Van - St. #98559.1 Local, one owner, only 3,800 miles, great

1998

workvan.
Sale Price $17,400
Chev. Blazer 4x4 LT - St. #990121. Local, one owner, full warranty, 24,100 miles, fully

$21,500

Was $18,995 00

loaded.
1998

1998

When your
car's not going
call us for

Was $27,495.00
Sale Price $24,400
Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. 4x4 LT- St. #990981. Leather, local one owner, only 19,500 miles.
Was $31,995.00
Sale Price $28,900

Dodge 1500 ST SWB - St.#99085.2. V-6, 5 sp., A/C, chrome wheels, 40/20/40 cloth split
$14,995
Mazda 3000 Ex. Cab 4x4 - St. #99076.1. V-6, auto., NC, PAN, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
$16,995
Jeep Cherokee 4WD Ltd. - St. #99120.1 P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, PS, cassette/CD,
leather, local one owner
$19,786
Mustang GT - St. #98377.1. Black, V-8, auto A/C, P/W, P/L, 27,000 miles
$15,492
Chev. S10 Ext. Cab - St. #981231. One owner,6 cyl., only 31,000 miles, factory warranty.
Was $13,995.00
Sale Price $11,940
Chev. Tahoe 4 Dr. - St. #990471. Local, one owner, full power, only 38,500 miles, excellent
seat, 11,000 miles

1998
1998
1997
1997
1997

condition.
Was $28,995.00

1997

Sale Price $25,600
Chev. S10 Ext. Cab - St. #97551. Local, one owner, factory warranty, 19,600 miles, great
gas mileage.
Was $13,895.00

1997

Sale Price $11,700
Nissan Altima GXE - St. #99104.1. Local trade, full power, 35,650 miles, excellent

condition.
Was $17,495.00

1997
1997

Sale Price $14,995
Jeep Grand Cherokee - #99146.1. V-8, 4WD, Laredo, PW/PL, tilt & cruise, cassette,
char-gold
$18,995
Plymouth Voyager - St. #492. V-6, auto, A/C, 7 passenger, tilt & cruise, P/L, green
$13,995

1997

STIIII.
Cuts Prices
On the World's largest Selling Chain Sam!

1997

Dodge Intrepid - St. #493. V-6, auto, P/VV, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, burgandy $1 3:995
Dodge Stratus - St. #495. Auto, A/C, white, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette
$11,995
Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99077.1. White, V-8, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
$18,456
Dodge 1500 Club Cab SLT - St. #99096.1. v-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 34,000
miles, burgandy
$18,862
Toyota 4Runner 4WD LTD - St. #99032.1. Gray, leather, all power, 1 owner $27,995
Ford Taurus GL - St. #98468.1. v-6, auto., P/S, P/W, P/L, 42,000 miles.
$8,995
Chevrolet 3500 Crew Cab 4 Door Dually Diesel/- St. #99018.1 Red, auto., P/W.
P/L
$20,995
Chev. S10 - St. #985881. Local trade,6 cyl., auto., 53,400 miles, fully equipped.
Was $10,995.00
Sale Price $8,900
Chrysler LHS 4 Dr. - St. #985112. Local, one owner, full power, leather int., only 54,500
27,000 miles

1997
1997
1996
1996
1996
1996

miles, excellent condition.
Was $17,495.00.,

017 14"Chain Saw

1996

•30 cc •1.8 ci
•'Best Value" Home
Mechanix
Magazine
'Lightweight; only
8.6 lbs
•STIHL quality at an
incredible low price

Sale Price $14,800
Nissan Sentra GXE - St. #980901. One owner, full power, 34,160 miles, factory warranty,

very nice.
Was $10,995

ONLY
1996

Sale Price $8,995
Toyota Paseo 2 Dr..- St. #990441. Local trade, factory warranty, 22,300 miles, great
Christmas present.
Was $11,995.00

1996

Sale Price $9,785

Dodge 1500 SWB SLT Pickup - St. #98336.1. V-8, auto., NC, PW/PL, tilt & cruise, only
$13,986

24,000 miles

1996

Jeep Grand Cherokee Laredo 4x4 - St. #99181.1. v-8, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, P. seats,
$15,995

leather, local 1 owner

025 16"Chain Saw
•44 cc • 2.7 ci
•3.0bhp
•Excellent mid-range
saw
'Lightweight; only
10.3 lbs
•18" bar also
available

to

NOW ONLY
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029Super Farm Boss 16"Chain Saw

1996

Dodge Intrepid - St. #98385.2. 3.5 L V-6, PW/PL, tilt & cruise, cassette, white

1996

Dodge Dakota Club Cab SLT - St. #96418.1. V-8, auto., A/C, PW/PL, tilt & cruise
$12,586

1996

Toyota Tacoma Ext. Cab - St. #98427.1. P/W, P/L, A/C, cassette

1996

Pontiac Grand Prix - St. #97379.3. 4 dr., V-6, auto., NC, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, 38,000
miles
$9,995
Subaru Legacy LS 4 Dr. - St. #985001. Local trade, full power, 84,000 miles, excellent

1995

condition.
Was $12,495.00

$10,995

$9,995

Sale Price $10,495

1995

Chev. 3500 Ex. Cab Dually - St. #98466.1. Diesel, auto, green/tan, P/W, P/L, tilt &
cruise, topper
$18,995

1995

Dodge Caravan - St. #99037.1. V-6, auto., A/C, PS/PB, 7 passenger seating

1995

$7,986

Pontiac Bonneville SE -St. #98331.1. White, V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise,
$10,572
Ford 3/4 Ton 4x4 - St. #52871. Local trade, only 43,000 miles, full power
$12,600
Cadillac Eldorado - St. #995061. Local, one owner, leather interior, full power, Northstar

cassette

•57 cc •3.5 ci
•3.8 bhp
• 18" & 20" bars
also available

/Aelti‘
Save°

STIHL ONLY

'21c)19'96

1994
1994

engine, 65,900 miles.
Was $14,495.00

1994

Sale Price $13,955
Ford Mustang Convertible - St. #990802. Local, one owner, only 50,000 miles, beautiful

car, excellent condition.
Was $12,495.00.

•IntelliCarbTm
Compensating
Carburetor
•If you're a serious
wood cutter, this is
your saw!

1994

Sale Price $10,495
Toyota 4Runner Spt. - St. #985391. Local trade, 7,800 miles, excellent condition.
Sale Price $12,995
Was $14,995.00

1994

Dodge 1500 LWB ST - St. #99139.1. Blue/tan, V-8, auto., A/C, tilt & cruise

1994

Jeep Grand Cherokee 4x4 Limited - St. #98036.1. White, auto., A/C, PW/PL, tilt &
$13,986
cruise, power seat, leather

1994

Dodge B250 Cony. Van - St. #98321.1. Burgandy, V-6, auto., A/C, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise..
$8,973
GMC 1/2 Ton Ext. Cab - St. #98547.1. Local, one owner, 87,242 miles, excellent

1992

6C)96

condition.
Was $12,495

1992

$8,995

Sale Price $10,495

Dodge Dynasty LE 7 St. #99159.2. Blue, P/W, P/L, tilt & cruise, cassette, power seat, local
$4,995
Chevrolet Monte Carlo - St. #99191.1. V-8, white, only 54,000 miles, rear wheel drive
$4,995

one owner

1986

.25.4 cc '9.5 lbs
•135 mph •377 cfm

All Vehicles Subject To Prior Salo

ElastoStartTM Handle

("Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company.")

•2-1 -1 -LIFE-LIFE

TOWING!
McCLARD'S
TOWING

•Top-Rated

:
4

207 S. 7th St • Murray

-9911

1998

1997

BG75 LeafBlower

ay, KY 42071
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Just In Time
For Christmas

SAVE
$40
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trap-resistant solution should be
available to all car owners eventually," she said.
Some critics have said criminals might be more likely to kill
adults they place in trunks if they
know victims can escape. In the
case of the GM trunk kit, criminals would not be able to shut
the trunk without manually adjusting the latch.
Ms. Paul said the panel would
be working with law enforcement
experts and examining the known
cases of trunk entrapment to see
if that is actually a problem.
Rep. Bart Stupak, D-Mich., a
former state trooper and author of
legislation to require trunk safety
latches, doubts it would increase
the threat of harm.
"Those cases don't happen that
way. They're more spontaneous,"
Stupak said. Criminals "are going
to put you in the trunk and get
the heck out of there."
DaimlerChrysler officials said
their engineers were looking at
the problem of trunk entrapment
but want to work with the safety
panel on an answer. "We're looking for a universal solution that
would work for all vehicles," said
spokeswoman Devon Williams.

NOW ONLY

Indars

117

as optional equipment by March.
The yellow handle is illuminated
in the dark cargo area, below the
trunk lid, so a child can see it
and figure out how to escape without being told.
A mechanism also would be
installed on the trunk latch to prevent the trunk from shutting unless
an adult manually resets it.
The system will cost $50, including installation, GM officials said.
Ford Motor spokesmen said the
company's system would be available by mid-1999 but declined to
specify how it would work.
The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration has appointed a panel to study how to reduce
trunk entrapment deaths and
injuries.
"This issue of trunk entrapment
may seem simple, but it is not
simple at all," said Phil Recht,
NHTSA's deputy administrator.
Heather Paul, head of the panel
and executive director of the
National Safe Kids campaign, said
the panel will review more than
700 known cases of trunk entrapment of children and adults over
several decades.
Escape handles sound like a good
idea, she said. "I would expect a
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MURRAY HOME 8
AUTO OUTDOOR
DIVISION
Chestnut St., Murray
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2400 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN
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025 Personals
030 Financial
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050 Lost And Found
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ADJUSTMENTS
Adverti;ers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any error.
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
YARD SALES

1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.
1 insertion

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max
1 insertion
National Rates

CALL FOR INFORMATION

060

060

020

020

Atip Wantrod

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
Available Thru Age 84.
Our most comprehensive policy pays for
Skilled. Intermediate
or Custodial Care
With Medicare's new
guidelines for confinement, Nursing Home
Insurance is more important than ever

For free
call:

information

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
-free local claim service'

ALTERATIONS
Ruth s See & Sew
753-6981
BIBLE message 759-5177
CARHART WORK
CLOTHES
Lowest prices anywhere.
Now 15% off Reg. Price
Sizes Med- 4X. Jeans &
Blouses 50 to 60% off.
Hurry to Country Jeans
for Best Buys!
Open Wed-Sat, 10am-4pm
759-1062
5 Miles on 94 East
CONSIDERING Abortion?
Call LifeHouse 753-0700
HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item. Mon-Sun. Off
Kirksey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.

ATTENTION
All Former Seven Seas
Employees
Seven Seas Restaurant cordially
invites everyone that has worked
over the past thirty years to join
them in a reception to commemorate
the closing of Seven Seas.

Sunday, December 20, 1998
4:00 p.m. - 5:30 p.m.
at
Seven Seas Restaurant
0 c_P
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Calloway Monument Co.
1707W. Main St Murray extends their thanks &
appreciation to the people of Murray & the surrounding area, for their patronage during the
last 50 years. Mr. James (Jim) Smothers has
passed away, however Calloway Monument
will continue to be family owned & operated.
Call on Jerry Adams and Jennifer
'Smothers" Spencer for your memorial needs.
Custom designing & individual craftsmanship
continue to be our "Speciality"
;ZH
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-4:30 • Sat & Sun By Appt.
Lr
753-1962
'2
'2.
c_Pc_Pd0PcJORPUPPLPUMP c.PcPal

Ivo

103 S. 3rd St. • Downtown Murray

Fine Furnishings at"Everyday"
Discount Prices
Norwalk • Stanley • Hooker • Kimball • thaversal
• Broyhill • Pulaski • Restowic • Bassett • Kesler
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DRIVER
FOR Good Clean Fun,
COVENANT
ATTENTION
TRANSPORTStop by
$1,000
Licensed HV AC
sign-on bonus for Exp.
CORNER POCKETS in
Journeymen
Almo Heights. Formerly
60-yr. old HV AC/Sheet- Company drivers 800-441Thweatt's Service Station. metal company located in 4394, owner operators,
There's games for all ages Murray is looking for li- call 888-667-3729, Bud
including pool. There's
censed sheetmetal jour- Meyer Truck Lines Refrieven snacks.
neymen. If you've been gerated Hauling, call toll
Open every evening exlooking for an opportunity free 877-283-6393. Solo
cept Wednesday and
to advance in this field, drivers & contractors.
Sunday. We even book
give us a call! 1-800-753- DRIVER, CHOOSE YOUR
parties.
5458, send your resume to FLEET! - Regional fleet802 Chestnut Street, Mur- home weekends. No east
NOW OPEN
ray, KY, or stop by for ap- or west coast. National
plication. Excellent pay fleet-out 7 days, home 2;
out 10, home 3. Solo or
Electrolysis & Skincare
and benefit package.
team; 48'X53' van or flatLeigh Knight, CE
TRUCK
ATTENTION .
bed. Company drivers,
•Free Consultation
DRIVERS! No expehence
start with a 27-35c base;
•Speciaiizing In Electrolysis,
needed- C.D.L. training
20-37c a mile with bonusThermolysis 8. Blend
provided! Earn $678 a
es! Owner operators 81Located in Walnut Plaza
week. No employment
82c all miles, excellent in104 N.5th St, *Suite 203
contract! We need Kensurance, toll, fuel, tractor
753-5900
tucky trainees and experipurchase programs. 95%
WYANT'S CAR VALET
enced teams or singles
no touch. On-the-job trainHandwashing, detailing,
now! 800-616-5055.
ing for recent school gradwas jobs, free pickup and
AVON PRODUCTS- Start uates. Talk to our drivers!
delivery service in town.
your own business. Work 800-467-6345. Talk to our
Quality products and Satflexible hours. Enjoy unlim- drivers! 800-467-6345.
isfaction is Guaranteed!
ited earnings. Call toll free
Gift Certificates Available
888-942-4053.
DRIVERS- Flatbed dnvers,
Handwash & Detail $20
CARETAKING COUPLE- hiring expenenced and inVans, Trucks, SUV's $25
To care for nice family, experienced. OTR and reWax Jobs $45 & $55
home, 2 horses, and prop- gional, positions! Good
753-7262
erty. Great opportunity. pay, benefits, assigned
030
Please call 674-885-4357. equipment, plenty of miles,
Salary up to $75,000 plus train your spouse free!
housing and benefits.
800-366-0250. (eoe-rn/f)
$$$ FOR A VARIETY- Of
long-term income streams
J G.Wentworth 888-231SALES IF YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
5375
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR

Skinsations

BILL PROBLEMS? - 800408-0044 ext 1027 9am9pm, 7 days. Debt consolidation
loans/programs
available. Bad credit OK.
No advance fees! Free
consultation
Non-profit.
Lower
payments.
AmenDebt.
MORTGAGE
LOANS
QUICK & EASY!- Home
improvements, debt consolidation, cash out, refinance, land contract payoffs, bankrupts and bad
credit. Call Jennifer E3aumer at Mercantile Mortgage Company of Louisville. 800-237-3901.
NO DOWN PAYMENT?
Problem credit? Own the
home you need now, without a big down payment
Complete financing
if
qualified. DeGeorge Home
Alliance 800-343-2884
WHEN THE BANK SAYS
"NO"- Call us, Consolidate
debt 100% & 125% loans.
purchase and refinance,
turned down elsewhere?
Little or no equity. loans
for all credit. Midwest National Mortgage Banc, Inc
Call toll free, 888-5488308.
HUD
License
#72840-00005, HUD License $11501-00003.

YOU JUST HAVE A "JOB"
Do you want a career/ Do you want to earn $50K+ per year"
Do you want a benefit package second-to-none,I am going to
hire 5 people this week to service families in the Murray and
surrounding areas with cemetery arrangements The people I
am looking for must be honest, sincere, self-motivated and be
willing to treat every person they talk to the same way they
would want to be treated I work stnctly above board. and I
expect the same work from the people that work for me. If you
have these qualifications, I would very much enjoy talking to
you, and explain the benefits Our company has to offer

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call Mr. Sheperd
11-4 Mon.-Sat. •(502) 753-0580
Call for directions it needed. No resume please
I hire people, not paper. E.O.E.

ADVERTISING
SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
Full-time sales position available for an
enthusiastic, highly motivated individual.
Must have sales experience and a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health, dental and vision
insurance, paid holidays, paid vacations,
sick days and gas allowance. Interested
individuals must send resume to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

040

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for preferred rates Below we a few monthly preferred
rates at dfferent ages for $4000 policy

NEW
age
age
age
nig
a94
age

LOWER RATES AT MOST AGES

50
56
60
66
70
76

MALE

FEMALE

$984
$12 24
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
$37 76

$840
$1004
$12 48
$14 76
$22 00
$3064

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.
905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 759-1199
Nationailda TOLL FREE% 1400-456-4199

Roarr/maie
WOW
RCx,MMATE wanted. Fe
male looking to share
house $300 monthly, utilities included 753-8940.
leave message

"948,W2-1114
LOST:'Jody' Male, white
with brown spots Small.
about knee high. Has
health concerns Missing
from N 8th St , since
12/12 Please help us find
our pet! We need him! Call
Lissa at 753-3381 or
753-7625 REWARD!
060
Help *wird

Individuals
with
good
school/ community contacts to place and supervise an exchange student
for $825 1-800-964-4678

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northurst Tennessee announiec
the following job openings
Social Worker/Discharge Planner:
Full-time position Will provide social work services
and discharge planning for Home Health Acute
Care & Hospice patients Qualified applicants must
possess a Master's Degree in Social Work from an
accredited university and be licensed to practice in
the state of Kentucky. Previous hospital/health/mental health related experience preferred
For details contact:
Human Raeostreee
(602) 742-11011
F

tver

MURRAY
GkILOVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

803 Poplar Street • Murray. Kentur kv 42w:I
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460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles & ATV's
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
559 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted
Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

320 Apartments For Rent
330 Rooms For Rent
340 Houses For Rent
360 Storage Rentals
365 For Sale Or Lease
370 Commercial Property
380 Pets & Supplies
390 Livestock & Supplies
400 Yard Sale
420 Home Loans
430 Real Estate
435 Lake Property
440 Lots For Sale
445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

Special Price

060

Card of Thanks

Help Wanted

DRIVERS AND TEAMSStarting pay up to 37c a
mile. Assigned Freightliner
conventionals, improved
speed stance, excellent
miles, time home every 710 days in most areas and
more! Experienced drivers
call Heartland Express toll
free 87-PRO-DRIVE. Owner Operators ask about
88c a mile. Call toll-tree 8PROFIT-PRO. EOE.
DRIVERS, Averitt Express, straight pay, no
gimmicks! Start up to 32C
a mile, top at 350 in as little as 24 months. Terrific
family benefits. Home
weekly! 888-WORK-4-US.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
PAY
DRIVERS, NEW
PACKAGE- Home every
weekend. Company drivers. Start .320 a mile (Includes .03c bonus). Free
insurance. Excellent benefits. Owner operators, .820
a mile (Includes .02c bonus). Paid fuel taxes and
tolls. Insurances available.
EPES Transport, 800-9486766.
DRIVERS- New pay package! Teams earn up to
44c a mile, Solos earn up
to 32e a mile. Pay package includes safety & longevity bonuses, 3 months
+ school min. Experience
80% drop & Hook, no
touch freight. Assigned
convention freightliners.
Incredible benefits and
miles, miles, miles. Celadon Trucking, 800-7299770.
DRIVERS- . Over
The
Road, 35 states. Flat with
sides, late model conventionals. 3 years experience. Start .300-.33c a
mile + benefits. Call 800444-6648. $1,250 Sign-on
Bonus.
DRIVERS/ OTR- No New
York City, No Northeast or
Canada, no loading or unloading. Min. 2 with 1 year
OTR CDL with Hazmat
Paschall Truck Lines
800-848-0405.
FREE TRUCK DRIVER
TRAINING- With no contracts or paybacks. No
pressure, honest answers.
Call now 800-865-7284.
HIRING for daytime Sandwich Makers and nighttime
closers. Must be able to
work weekends. Ask to
speak to manager between 2 & 4pm. Wendy's
on Chestnut St.
LOOKING FOR A SPECIAL PERSON- To fill a
special need_ Unique and
rewarding opportunities for
Houseparents/Caregivers
for private, residential
school for mentally-challenged children and adults.
Full time and part time positions Ideal full time candidate would live on the
beautiful 850 acre campus
located in Frankfort, Kentucky 23 consecutive days
and be off 5-7 days. Part
time opportunities also
available Schedules can
be somewhat flexible Experience in health care is
helpful, but not required.
Excellent benefit package
with
extras, including
housing, meals and use of
school facilities. For more
information, please call
Machele Tackett, Stewart
Home School 'Special
Care for Special People
502-227-4821. EOE
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-0580

POSINEWSPAPER
TIONS- Editorial, advertising, circulation positions
are, available at various
Kentucky newspapers. If
you have newspaper experience, please send a
copy of your resume to
Kentucky Press Association, 101 Consumer Lane,
Frankfort, KY 40601.
RADIO ADVERTISING
SALES
tremendous
to
Due
growth, 0-108 FM/ EAGLE
1370 AM/ WDXN AM is
seeking Advertising Sales
Representatives for the
Clarksville, TN, Hopkinsville, KY market. If you are
highly motivated, determined and have good
communication skills, you
may be just the person
we're looking for. Previous
media sales experience
with a radio background is
preferred. Send complete
resume with reference and
income history to:
Sales Manager
WCVCt/ WABN/ WDXN
P.O. Box 2249
Clarksville, TN. 37042
E.O.E.
RESIDENTIAL/ recreational staff to work with developmentally disabled adults
nights, weekends, holidays. Wages start $6/hr.
Benefits: 401K, medical/
dental full time employees.
Apply: Community Alternatives 6145 Symsonia Hwy,
Symsonia, KY 42082.
Phone 527-2255. Crime
checks conducted.
EOE/M/F/DN.
RN- CIRCULATOR IN
SURGERY
DEPARTMENT. Day Shift with call.
Full time. Experience required.
NURSING ASSISTANT'S.
ALL SHIFTS- FULL TIME,
PART TIME, PRN. Murray- Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St, Murray, KY 42071
REPRESENTASALES
TIVES- Tired of prospecting? Discouraged by call
backs? Want to be part of
a system that eliminates
both: Dynamic young company offers: Health benefits; training; high commissions; no cold calling. Call
Bob Taylor, 606-299-7656,
Monday through Friday for
personal interview.
TRUCK DRIVERS NEEDED - 160 jobs open now.
No cost CDL training available if qualified. Earn
$500-$800 or more. Home
most weekends. Call
800-482-4268.

Words cannot evress the gratitude we
feel toward the community during our time
ofsorrow. We are very thankful- to everyone
who has helped during our time of need
To all the church families thank you for
your support and to our number offriends
we couldn't have made it without each of
you. We would like to thank, the Calloway
County Fire and Rescue for all their help
tnjing to save our home. To each and everyone God has shown us that people really do
care.
god Bless giff
Arufy, Janeen, Richard dr Shane Burkeen

(-3

Card of Thanks
We would like to say a special thank you
to each one who has shared our sorrow and
sadness in the loss of William "Bill"
ak,
Redick on Dec. 7, 1998.
To those who came to our home, brought
.food,for the beautiful flowers, to all who
came to the funeral home, to Rev. Hugh
Barksdale for the message and words of
consolation. 1.H. Churchill Funeral Home
for the kindness we received and to all the
°epallbearers who carried him to his final s!'
resting place. Thanks to all for the beautiful cards we are still receiving. May the
Lord bless each of you is our prayer
:eau,
_
Keith, Mitzi & Josh McGinnis Family
Redick
& the
Yy r4.
gar
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,

-
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Reporter wanted for daily newspaper. Knowledge of Macintosh computers and AP style a must. Send
resume and up to 5 clips to

Amy Wilson
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Crossed Wires?
No Problem!
(All the

Tech Support
Specialist
Justin Crosser
f (- Computer Repair, Upgrade, Traininc
& Installation
•(502) 759-8662 •(502)853-3967
1709 College Farm Pd, Murray, KY 42071

/ ALPINE
Childcare for
ages 2 and up. Located in
town with a home environment. Two C.P.R. certified
providers. 759-4649_
CLEANING houses is my
business., Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553.
IN- Home licensed daycare Reliable, loving family environment, full or part
time. Call 759-3176.

$45/WK

15 Years of
Experience.
Will sit with
sick or elderly.
Call 762-0154
or 759-8061 ask
for Brenda.
Have references
if needed.
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Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

753-0113

"STOP"
Pa Higher Prices
Why
OnA Rental
y
Vehicle?

HALEY'S
Rental and Sales
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone:753-6910
Has Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

2

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

150
Position

kW*
kitkb

ttaWled
EXPERIENCED carpenter- truck tools Ready to
work. 474-8855

WORK From Home. Markets in herbal, botanical,
Swiss skin care, cosmetics, nutritional products_
Mercedes car bonus Unlimited income Call Pam
Perry. 502-522-8758
Computars
EASY CREDIT COMPUTER SYSTEM- Featuring
IBM 300 MHZ processor.
No money down. Comprehensive three year on-site
warranty. Apply by phone,
America's
Computer
Warehouse.
800-2299838.
MDM
Computer.Com
Computer repair and upgrades.. on site service.
Custom built systems by
certified Tech. 753-2316,
pager 742-1552.
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CHOOSE YOUR NEXT
VEHICLE- By color photo,
price, year, accessories,
etc.
at
www.kycarwave.com today. You can call or e-mail
the dealer for a quick response
140
Want to Buy
ANTIQUES & collectibles.
1 piece or all. Call 7539433.
CASH for G.I. Joes Toys.
Old or New. 753-7185.
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th, Murray.
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques. We buy 1 or whole
estates. Call 753-3633.

irkeen
150
Articles
For Safe
18" DISH Satellites, 2
ways to qualify for free satellite receiver and dish. Also, receivers starting at
$99. Call 753-7419, ask
for Tony.

FOR SALE Princess & BEDROOM
group
Erin Ty Beanie Babies
$15/wk Call 753-4663
Call 492-8566
BROYHILL Hideaway bed
FOR sale. Two choice bur- loveseat & chair, beige,
ial lots- discounted Memo- mauve & blue floral, $300
rial Gardens Contact D.S. Call 395-5397
219-696-4192
VERY nice table & chairs
PKTS. of New Years party $250 436-5868
favors New merchandise.
492-6206
PRIMESTAR!- The only
mini dish you don't have to
$35. DELIVERED seasbuy. Lowest install price
oned oak & hickory.
ever, only $49 Worry-free
492-8266.
in-home service, limited
FIREWOOD, will deliver.
time offer Call toll free,
Also do tree work Call
888-891-9069.
436-5014.
PROM Dresses: Black
FIREWOOD: Call
wisequins, size 9/10. Teal
436-2562.
green w/sequins & beads,
OAK
&
Hickory
seasoned,
size 11/12. Both worn one
time only. Call 753-0943 quantity discount. Call
759-1151 after 5pm.
after 5pm.
SAWMILL $3795- Saws
logs into boards, planks,
beams. Large capacity.
Best sawmill values any- SPINET Piano. Great for
where. Free information. beginning students! $500.
Norwood Sawmills, 90 753-8153 after 5pm.
Curtwright Drive #3, Am240
herst, NY 14221, 800-578.• • ..
1363.
SEE us for your barn or A BEAUTIFUL CANDLEroof metal. Cut to length. LIGHT- Old Fashioned
Covers 36 inches, many Wedding Chapel overlookcolors. Economy Metal & ing river, Smoky MounSupply Co. 489-2722.
tains, TN. Horse-drawn
STEEL BUILDINGS SALE carriage, cabins, jacuzzi,
5,000+ sizes. 40x60x14, ordained ministers, no
$8,187;
50x75x14, tests. Heartland 800-448$10,760,
50x100x16, 8697
(VOWS).
$14,631,
60x100x16, http://www.heartlandwed$16,863.
Mini-stoarge ding.com.
buildings, 40x180, 36
CRAFTSMAN 10" Radial
units, $17,818. Free broarm saw $350. Call:
chures. www.sentinelbuild492-8774.
ings.com Sentinel BuildGET MARRIED- Smoky
ings, 800-327-0790, extenMountains, areas most
sion 79.
beautiful chapels, ordained
STRAW for sale $2.00/ ministers,
complete arbale. 435-4113.
rangements,
WAREHOUSE BLOWOUT honeymoon/family cabins,
1998
Wolff
Tanning breathtaking views. WedBeds...
Delivered
for ding arrangements 800Christmas!! 16 Lamp 893-7274. Vacation lodg$1,499; 24 Lamp $1,799. ing, 800-634-5814.
Call 753-4299 or 800-633- ROMANTIC
CANDLE3459.
LIGHT WEDDINGS- OrWOLFF TANNING BEDS- dained- licensed ministers,
Tan at home. Buy direct elegant decorated full
and save! Commercial/ service chapel, spring spehome units from $199. cial, secluded honeymoon
Low monthly payments. cabins. Sat three nights,
fourth free, Gatlinburg,
Free color catalog. Call toTennessee 800-933-7464,
day 800-842-1310.
800-WED-RING.
270
ApplianceS
Mobile Hams:For SM.
FRIGIDAIRE frost-free re
fngerator with ice maker
Frigidaire range, Frigidaire
dishwasher & microwave.
All in good working condition. $225 for all.
759-5795.

BLUE vinyl shutters, 8 pair
like new, 15x72. $100 obo.
759-1830.
BUILDING
SALENo
salesman. Go direct and
save.
25x30
$1,999. WASHER & dryer set,
30x40 $2,900. 35x50 $19.95/wk Call 753-4663.
160
$4,300. 40x60 $5,300.
40x90 $7,300. 47x100
Nome Furnishings
$11,000. Others. Final
clearance. Pioneer, 800- 2PC living room group,
286-3196.
$14.95/wk. Call 753-4663.

vspacornSend

Lit,F2dti
[4:1A117,dadaldtat
For professional management of your
rental property, call

David H. Miller Realty,
1300 Johnson Boulevard,
Office Phone: 502-767-0102,

les

Residence Phone: 502-753-4573
David H. Miller, Owner/Broker

REDUCED PRICE

ort

Architeet designed. Formal living & dining room
Spacious family room wThreplace. 4br, 2 bath, high ceilings. Murray Estates is a perfect combination of lifestyle and location. Call 502-753-2446 or 759-1828 for appt.

3967
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Almo Country Store &
Crawford's Garden Center
Hwy. 1824 & 464 Alm), KY 42020 • 753-1934
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
Can SIR&
GARDEN CF'srTER
•Nantucket Lightship
•Scotch Pine
Baskets
Chnstmas Trees
-Shaker Boxes
•Wfute Pine B&B
-Angel*
•Holy Cow Lawn
-Fall & Chnstmas Wreaths
Spnnklers
& Ammgernenis
*Concrete Cnners
GRILL OPEN MON.-FRI. 10:30-1:30

Wholesale Barns
& Utility Sheds ND°

tositable

Loft*

Special —

8x8 •'785

All sheds/burnt are FOB site Choice of brown or
charcoal black shingles All extenor wood is treated
for weather resistance Options and pnces are available upon request including windows, double doors
on eight foot wide buildings. vents. nunps. shelves,
lofts
•Prito

business Rentitis

thearr ...how roar•

BUILDINGS ARE ASSEMBLED ON SITE.
TERMS: Paid in full upon completion.

14X70 2br, 1 bath, 9tt ceilng, wood burning fireplace, electric appliances.
$8,300. 753-2699.
1973
12x50
MOBILE
Home, very good condition, clean. 474-2708.
2 USED mobile homes,
fair condition, 2 service
poles, air conditioners, and
steps. $2,500 obo.
489-2040.
FOR sale by owner: Modular home, 3br, 2 bath,
laundry room, new carpet,
all electnc, 2 car attached
garage w/concrete drive,
8ft satellite dish. Close to
boat ramp on Ky Lake in
New Concord area. Separate utility building, 768sq
ft w/concrete floor & 220
wiring. Low taxes, city water, $48,000. Call 502-4362464 or 913-651-5342.

Office Space
Various size suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8362 or
753-9621
DOWNTOWN office space
available Rent from $95 to
$150/mo, including utilities. Call Greg McNutt.
753-4451
RETAIL or office space for
rent. 700 square feet to
2500 square feet.
Century 21. 753-1492.
SMALL office space with
private outside entrance,
all utilities paid. In Southside Shopping Center
$275. 753-6612 or 7534509
Apartments For Rent
1 BEDROOM Apt for ren
close to college $250/mo
753-9562 ask for Tina.
1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR apt, all appliances,
w/d included. $325/mo.
Call Mur-Cal Realty.
753-4444.
1BR Diuguid Dr. Call Coleman Realty 753-9898.
1BR, $225/mo, no pets.
753-3949.
2BR Apt. 908 Hillwood Dr,
$325/mo. 2BR Duplex
1300-A Valleywood Dr,
$375/mo. 759-4406.
2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, lyr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, brick duplex, walk in
closets. $460/mo.
753-0724.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances
furnished.
$300/mo. Coleman RE,
753-9898.
3BR Duplex, all appliances
furnished, central h/a..
753-7947
3BR, central h/a, low utilities, walk to campus. 2
apartments available. Call
753-8767 or 759-4696.
EXTRA nice, 1 br, 1 bath,
central gas h/a, appliances
furnished, including w/d,
$375/mo, lyr lease, 1 mo
deposit, No pets.
753-2905.
LARGE 2br, 11/2 bath, all
appliances, central gas
heat & air w/garage. No
pets. $550/mo lease & deposit required. 436-2113.
LARGE new 2br, central
h/a, low utilities, utility
room, appliances, no pets,
quiet. Deposit required.
$395/mo. 753-8828.
MURRAY
MANOR
APARTMENTS: Make it
your home! Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central h/a, laundry
facilities. Office hours
8am-5pm,
Mon.-Fri.
(502)753-8668,
Equal
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer & dryer, furnished, near MSU.
Inquire at 1210 Main St.
753-1252 before 5pm,
753-0606 after 5pm.
NICE 1 br, stove, refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d, furnished. $325 plus deposit.
No pets. 753-0870.

I

140
Houses For Rent

2BR, 11/2 bath mobile
home, gas heat Call 7592599, after 6pm
FOR rent 14x60 mobile
home, 2br, 1 bath. $270.
rent, $300. deposit Minimum 3 month lease
492-8723.
HAZEL, 2br. 492-8526.
MOBILE home, 759-9730
NICE 14X70 2br, clean
641 South 492-8488

WANT ADS
WORK

2 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required
753-4109
2-3BR HOUSE, 11/2 baths,
w/d hookup, dishwasher.
No pets, deposit & lease
required, $500/mo.
753-4181 or 489-2181.
2BR. 1 bath, available
January 1st. 306 N 5th St.
$325/mo plus deposit. Call
489-6186 after 6pm.
2BR, brick house, 1652
block from
Ryan, 1
MSU/ITT building. Central
h/a, hardwood floors, refrigerator. electric range,
carport $500/mo with one
year
months deposit/
lease. 753-6424.
2BR, gas heat, single or
couple preferred, no pets
753-1502 or 753-4860.
3BR house. 5 minutes
north of Murray 759-482f
3BR, 1 bath, electric heat,
1 car garage. $510/mo
plus security No dogs.
474-2520.
HAZEL- 3br, central h
492-8526

Notross For Sale

I

Say

In The Classifieds

313H, 1 Oath, w/d, fridge,
313R, bnck, carport, 2
stove, carport, central h/a,
r.rAri 17.7i; i."=',4-r. 71,07r
baths, 3 miles from Mur1 el=i4
ri:i47:
- ll'Allill111.11MMIL- A -.41111l.
'ammn - Ill.41111
bnck w/hardwood floors,
ray, 3/4 acre, very clean.
walking distance of MSU.
$65,000. 753-9711
deposit required.
BY owner. Beautiful brick,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 19T11,1998
759-9746
3br, 21/2 bath ranch in
Friday
Only
Machinery 8 Equipment AT 10:00 A.M.
3BR, 2 bath, washer, ury
Gatesborough In ground
8 a.m.-Noon
er, refrigerator, range, furReal Estate Sells At 1:00 P.M.
pool, living room, family
nished, fenced. Available
Near Kevil, Kentucky
300 North Fifth
room, dining room. ApFrom Hwy 60 At Citizens Bank, Take Hwy 2532
12/18/98
Deposit reproximately 2500 sqtt livStreet
-County Line Rd" South 1 3 Miles To Grossen
quired, no pets. 759-1610
ing area, huge garage,
Road, Proceed East 4 Mile To Property Location
Antiques, furniture,
3BR, 2 car garage, edge
central h/a, new roof, gas
12 Miles West Of Paducah, KY
housewares and
of city limits. 753-4389 belogs,
and
fireplace.
fore 5pm
$140,000. 753-0954.
lots, lots more.
4BR, brick home in the
COMPLETELY remodeled
country, Hazel area $450
3br, 1 bath, in Hazel City
In 6 Tracts & Combinations
40
plus deposit. Call
utilities, large garage.
40010
.
awe
Groat Building Sites!!
492-8774.
Pnced in $30's 759-4826.
Good Ballard Co. Farm Land!
NEW 3br, 2 bath house
EAST Y Subdivision: 3br,
0 1.577 Acres, Mobile Home Not Included
available. Call Mur-Cal Re- FREE LAND LIST- Of brick ranch. 753-0444.
0 2.215 Acres With Good Tobacco Barn
alty. 753-4444.
Tennessee mountain propHOUSE 1 mile from MurID 2.723 Ares f...) 2.729 Aceres
erties
and
house,
NICE 1 br
close to
waterfront acre- ray in
Meadow Green
0 3.963 Acres 01) 46.826 Acres
lake, screen porch, w/d ages at bargain prices Acres
subdivision. 11/2
Buy Any individual Tract, Combinations
Call now for November
hook-up. $300/mo.
acre lot, 3br, 2 bath, deOf Tracts Or The Entire Property/
specials
436-2211.
423-769-9713
tached worttshop. Needs
IREAIL
ESTATE TEIFIRAIS
SMALL county cottage, lo- ext 1571
some repairs. $85,000.
15%DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!
cated near lake. Call 474- KOPPERUD Realty has
Call 753-9785.
4054 LBS OF BURLEY TOBACCO POUNDAGE
8056.
buyers waiting to purchase HOUSE located directly
WILL BE AUCTIONED SEPARATE FROM THE LAND!!
WITH option to buy. 3br, 2 homes- all price ranges. If
EFFECTIVE 1999 SEASON - FSA FARM #1700
across from Murray Middle
bath, Southwood Drive. you are thinking of selling
AMOUNT INDICATED IS 1998 BASIC QUOTA
school on 9th Street. Great
TOBACCO BASE MUST BE PAID FOR IN FULL SALE DAY!!
Lets talk. 759-1610.
contact one of our courte- location for a
daycare cenBUYER MUST MEET BALLARD CC FSA REOL»REMENTS 8 STPULATIONS'
ous and
professional ter or a great house for
reTRACTORS :Ford TW-30. C&A, 4100 Hrs.20.8 Dls,3
agents at 753-1222 or stop storation.
$55,000. Call
Remotes. SN 632517 • Ford 7600,3000 Hrs.18.4Rubber,2
by our office at 711 Main.
Remotes.SN C637963 •
753-9785.
114 1066. Canopy,18.4 Dls,Du
MILLION
DOLLAR
PT0.2 Remotes.SN U02489 • Ford 8N w Side Distrubitor
VIEWS!...COMBINE & HEADS:JD 7720 w'Rr Ast,2800 Hrs,30.5L
35ac/pond/
HOUSE on Wells Purdom
Rubber,Chopper,SN 509657 • JD 220-20' Platform,SN
$29,900. Big hardwood
Rd. north of Murray. 3br, 2
534655 • JD 643-6 Row N Lo Pro Corn Head.SN 418125 •
setting
in
Tennessee
Combine
Header Trailer FIELD EQUIPMENT JO 7000
bath, 2 car garage. It has
Plateless 6 Row Narrow Planter,Fertlize Attachment,No
Sizes Available mountains with private ac- an open floor plan and cacess to 47,000 ac wildlife
Tills,Monitor.Corn & Bean Cups • AC 333-11 Unit No Till
thedral ceilings. All appliDrill • Dunham 21' Hyd Fold Disc • Burch 14' Wheel Disc
management area, horse y
ances included. City water
• Ford 4 Btm 16" Plow • Triple K 3 P121' Hyd Fold S Tine
trails and stables. Buildaand natural gas. $89,500.
Field Cult' • 3 Pt 7 Shank Anhyd Applicator • 3 P1 7'
ble. Great financing. Call
Rotary Cutter • 1500 Gal Poly Tank • 2 Wh Tilt Deck Trailer
Call
753-9785.
C-STORAGE
now 423-690-6214 ext
• Approx 3000 Tobacco Sticks FARM TRUCKS 75 Chevy
10x15 storage units, 4th St
NEW 3br, 2 bath house,
965.
C-65, Twin Screw, 18' Gr Bed & Hoist. 366 Eng,9 00
& Sycamore E. Next to
North
School District.
Rubber • '66 Ford F-600 Grain Bed & Hoist
TENNESSEE MOUNTAIN Lease/
Cunningham Auto Repair.
purchase. Possible
THIS WILL BE AN OPEN SALE FOR EQUIPMENT CONSIGNMENTS
LOG
CABIN- 7 ac, owner financing.
753-3571
489-2671
COME PREPARED TO FIND MORE THAN ADVERTISED!!
$49,900. New log cabin after 5pm.
with big mountain views NEW
summer 98, 3br, 21/2
and private access to bath,
brick, 2500 sq.ft. and
NE AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
47,000 acre wildlife man- 800 sq.ft.
unfinished bonus
Y FARM. KY. 502-623-8466 r,C
All Size Units
agement area. Easy ac- room upstairs.
Wooded lot
' FANC'THE SELLING MACHINE"
n
cess.
Low
financing.
Available
Call in quiet neighborhood, 3
Court Ordered AILICOOI1 OS liankruptzcy Case 98-50472
now 423-690-9500, ext. miles north of
town.
Western District Of Ky,Gerieva F. Parris, Trustee
1020.
753-2125.
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Yard
Sale

( FARM AUCTION )

00 ACRES

641 Storage
All

153-5585

JAMES R. CASH

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage

JRC

753-3853

CREEKVIEW
Self-storage warehouses
on Center Drive behind
Shoney's $20-S40/mo
759-4081

EASTSIDE

Lake Property
PANORAMA Shores wa
erfront lot. Private boat
dock & new 30' travel trail
er. 436-6101 weekends or
502-686-6148 weekdays.

REAL ESTATE AUCTION

1 & 2 ACRE lots 8 minutes
rom town. City water, cablevision now & gas soon
Land/ hotne
package
available 502-437-4838.
2 CORNER lots. (1) corner
of Greenfield Lane and
Hwy 280. 6/10 acre, septic, trees, paved driveway.
(1) corner of Ryman and
Greenfield Lane. 6/10
acre. 492-8274

North to Hwy. 783 or Rob Mason Rd.
1st house on right. From Mayfield KY take 121 S. Follow to Rob
Mason Rd. or Hwy. 299. Watch for auction signg.--Mrs. Sherri Lucy
owner.

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536
& Supplies

41/2FT Ball Python with
new 55ga1. aquarium, 2
heating pads, heating
lamp & lots of extras in
tank, $250. Call 759-3894
ABSOLUTELY adorable
AKC German Shepherd
puppies in time for Christmas, good price. Also, half
G.S. half English setter(2) white, (1) black/brown.
Free to good home. 7533600, 753-3114 after 5pm.
AKC Chocolate Labs,
ready now. First shots,
wormed, and weaned.
Males and females, will
hold till Christmas. $250.
502-354-6611.
LARGEST Selection of
AKC Golden Retriever
used homes, 12', 14', 16'
puppies, ready for Christwide. All at Special Prices.
mas. 395-8396.
See the Housing Leader,
AKC puppies, various
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
NICE 2br Townhouse, breeds, all shots & vet.
Inc. 1-800-642-4891.
Southwood, $460
820A
615-746-5355.
MOBILE HOME LOANS 5% down, Refinancing/ plus deposit, includes ap- AKC Registered standard
Poodle puppies, fully guarEquity Loans. Free sellers pliances. 435-4294.
kit. Land or home loans. VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath anteed. 502-436-6062.
Repo and assumable duplex w/garage, applian- BOXER puppies, 6 weeks
loans. Green Tree Finan- ces furnished, central gas old 12/01/98. AKC reg.
h/a, $550/mo. lyr lease, 1 Great for Christmas! $250.
cial, 800-221-8204.
753-2532
mo. deposit. No pets. 753MUST SEE!!
2905.
CHRISTMAS
Special (2)
Close out on all 1998
MALE mixed Yorkie and
homes. One of the SouthBichon pups, real cute,
east' Largest and Oldest
non-shedding. $100 each.
Dealerships. Dinkins Mo(2) male AKC Bichon frise
MOM
bile Homes, Inc. 2427 E. SLEEPING
$150/mo. Coleman RE,
pups. non-shedding. PowWood St., Paris, TN.
753-9898.
der puff dogs. $200 each.
1-800-642-4891.
obo. 759-8147.

10 MINUTES from lake.
12X44 2br, furnished,
$250/mo plus electric,
$250 deposit. 12X65 2br,
new carpet, central air and
gas heat, $375/mo plus
electric. $375 deposit.
14X60 2br, gas heat, new
carpet, $325/mo plus electric, $325 deposit. Serious
inquiries only. 502-4748027. ask for Beverlye or
leave message.

Yard Sib
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DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years. 436-2858.
FOR PENNIES MOREGet latest technology in
liquid wormers_ HAPPY
JACK LIQUI-VICT delivers
actives better than older
formulas. At Southern
States. (wwwhappyjackInc.com)
FREE
puppies, good
home. Call 753-4595.

Fri., December 18•12:00 Noon
2309 Rob Mason Rd. Just off 121 at 783
From Murray, KY take 121

Real Estate Sells at 1 p.m.

Open House
Fri., Dec. 18th
from 10 a.m. til
12 Noon

460
arms For Sal*
10 ACRES, 7 miles south
on 121. Beautiful building
sites. $16,950. Terms
753-9302.
15.5 ACRES with nice 4br
home, stock barn, tobacco
barn, spring fed creek. Reduced to $74,500. 7534984 Terms.

Awns.
14 TRACTS OF LAND
7-12 Acres per tract. Property located off of Hwy 94E
onto Hwy 1551, Old Shiloh
Rd, Redbud Lane & proposed new Hwy 80. For
more information please
view properly, review posted data, then please call:
502-441-2253.
5 TO 275 acres, owner financing possible. Coldwater. 489-2116 or 753-1300.
NORTH of Murray 7679435,
460
Homes For Safe

This spacious house 3 bedrooms - 2 bath - large kitchen - large family room utility room - room for office or computer room - central heat & air - natural gas
heat - gas logs - attached double garage - Anderson Thermal pane windows large outside storage - plus a nice 4 bay garage or clean up shop - paved drive large above ground pool - 2 large decks - 2,350 sq. ft. under roof - all of this setting on approx. 1.0 acre lot. 5 min. of Murray, 15 min. to Mayfield. Real estate
will be offered in 2 tracks, then together.
Terms: 10% down day of sale. Bal in 30 days with passing of deed.

Personal Property: 3 piece bedroom suit - nice entertainment center - 2 hi-back
swivel rockers - office chair - RCA t.v. & stand - Ken Holland prints - old picture frames - s/s ref. freezer - oval conference table - wood office desk - 16 wedding candelbra - elect, fireplace logs - gas grill - basketball back board - weight
bench - sports equipment - 16" Jon boat - used car motors - 1010 Masse
Ferguson tractor - Woods mover - box tiller - rotary cutter - chisel plow - (31
fiberglass toppers - 1991 Pontiac Grand Prix red extra sharp - red belly Ford
tractor, the motor been has taken apart - some scrap iron - other misc rerNonal
items.

For more information call Barbara Barnett at Century
21 Real Estate, North 12th St., Murray, KY,753.1492.
Loretta Jobs - Broker• Dan Miller - Darrell Beane Terr Paschall - kuctioneers

ESTATE AUCTION
Sat., Dec. 19, 1998 • 10 a.m.

2) RENTAL properties
3br, 2 bath each Excellent
city location. Monthly income $1.140. Increase
your rate of return on your
investment. Serious inquires only. 759-1610.
3500SQ ft, 5br, 4 baths, 2
kitchens, 2.387 acres
Rental apartment or multifamily. 15 minutes from
town. 75913233, 492-8110.
nights.

3BR, 1 bath, brick, vinyl
trim and carport. New inside paint, large workshop
with electricity, vacant
1656 Ryan. $59.000.
6- HORSE stall mats. 4x6
753-4074.
Covers 12x12 area. Top
3BR, 2 bath, central ha,
quality $325. Buchanan
gas logs fireplace, large
901-282-8281
lot, natural gas. 489-2922
HAY for sale $2 00 per
or 753-5121.
bale 753-0341 after 4pm
HAY for sale large rolls 3BR. 2 bath 4 miles N of
grass hay. $25 /roll Call
consider
Murray
Will
492-8790
lease/ purchase.
762-0144, evenings
3BR. 2 bath. Excellent for
downsizing
starter
or
home Needing to move
into town, health reasons
requires closer proximity to
medical facilities. grocery,
etc 759-1610

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Real Estate & Personal Property

At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove, Ky. From Murray, Ky.
take 94 West to Lynn Grove. From Mayfield. Ky. take 121 So. through
Coldwater. Turn south onto 1836, follow to auction. Watch for auction signs. The estate of Mrs. Dortha "Dot" Mason and others.
Very unusual old oak wardrobe in good condition - small oak secretary
- old treadle sewing machine - small kidney dressing table - old glass
door china cabinet - oak dresser - fancy old rocker - old pine quilt
boxes - oblong oak table w/2 leaves and 6 oak spindle back chairs nice wood breakfast set w/4 chairs - nice 4 piece queen size bedroom
suite - 3 piece bedroom suite - 4 piece bedroom suite - nice king size
bed - other odd beds - Craftmatic electric regular size bed - odd chest
& vanity - beautiful like new sofa - queen size hidabed sofa - nice
loveseat - nice odd chairs & stool - wing back recliner - other recliners
- small dry bar & 2 stools - coffee table - glass top lamp tables - nice
table lamps - small bench - nice stereo cabinet - color t.v. - VCR
portable t.v.'s - wicker pieces - iron bed - very nice wood office desk &
chair - small desk & chair - elect. cook stove - set of auto. washer &
dryer - file cabinet - like new Achiever NordicTrack - nice electric treadmill - some old glass & china - kerosene heater - small oak sewing box
w/duck on top for a pin cushion - old peanut dispenser - old I.C. RR
lantern - other old kerosene lanterns - old 5 gal. bucket used to check
gas pumps - floor lamps - kraut cutter - metal toys - old stone jug - corn
sheller - old L.C. Smith Bros. typewriter - golf clubs - lot of good old collector items - large lot of books - volume of handyman books - lot of
hand and yard tools - and much more.
Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available. Auction held rain or
shine. For more information and your auction needs phone 435-4144.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
My Service Doesr7 t Cost. It Pays

I.
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MURRAY LEDGER 8 TIMES

63°

By Peter H. G I
NICE country home. 30r 2
bath, Large rooms, garage
with 32X40 block shop On
2.5 acres. Cali after 5pm
753-3222
QUALITY
built,
front
porch, deck, cathedral ceiling, 2br, 2 bath, low utilities 352 West Grove Onve,
Lynwood Heights Subdivision 759-2571, 559-2031
REPO house & lot. New
Concord area, 4br, 2 bath
$600 down wiapproved
credit.
1-800-944-1376
Mike)
WILL build come spring.
Approximately 1200 sq.ft.
or less. Zero lot line Plan
now. 759-1610

1995 FORD Ranger swb
5sp good condition Call
753-5136

1996 COACHMEN Catalina 30' Camping Trailer
EXCELLENT Condition
$11,900 436-2225
Mesa
A-1 Tree Professionals
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying Serving Murray.
Calloway Co since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492-8737

Al Al A Tree Service,
Stump
removal,
tree
spraying, leaf
raking,
hedge trimming, landscap
1986 & 1988 HONDA TRX
ing, mulch hauling & mulch
250R after market pipes &
spreading, gutter cleaning
silencers Very fast and reLicensed & insured Full
liable Call 759-9609
line of equipment Free esLIKE new, 3 & 4 wheelers, timates Tim Lamb,
all saes and new junior
436-5744,
dragsters. 502-492-8870
1-800-548-5262.
after 5pm or leave mesADAM'S HOME
sage.
IMPROVEMENTS
YAMAHA 4 wheeler, size
Remodeling, Repairs. No
100. Al condition, perfect
Job Too Small. 10% DisChnstrnas gift. 759-1252.
count thru 1/31/99.
492-6267
Utility Vehicles
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, junk clean-up
1985 BRONCO :1, 46d, cleaning out sheds, tree
6cyl, 5 speed, ac, tilt, work. 436-2867.
cruise, good dnve train &
ALL Carpentry Service
tires, bad engine 87,XXX
From Foundation to
miles. $1100 753-0188
Finish
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4,
18Yrs expenence.
good condition. $6,950.
New Construction • Re753-4445.
modeling. Repairs. Cus-

1963 CHEVY Impala, 4dr,
hard top, 283 auto $2500
492-8790 after 6pm
1980 PONTIAC Grand
LeMans, 4dr, new tires,
dependable, $600. 7532867.
1985 WHITE Cadillac Seville, runs good. $600 obo.
753-4299.
1986 LEBARON, 2dr, auto, air, am/fm cassette, no
rust, runs good. $1250.
obo. 1984 Dodge Ram van
Mark III conversion, am/fm
cassette, cb, runs great,
new tires and wheels.
$1750. negotiable.
767-0508.
1987 CROWN Victoria.
good condition. $2,000.
Call 753-2703 or 5755160.
1988 HONDA Civic, hatchback, good condition.
$1850. 767-9954.
1992 WHITE Lincoln, excellent condition, all the
options. Reduced from
$8,500 to $7,800 -"
7419, after 3:30pm
1994 CHEVY Cavalier d.to, air. AM/FM cassette,
90,XXX miles, 2dr. $4200.
767-0734.
1995 SPIRIT, emerald
green, auto, 4cy1, $4,500.
Call 759-4044.
1995 TAURUS, loaded,
clean, 53xxx miles, $7800
obo. 753-2479.
1996 FORD T-Bird, deep
blue metallic, blue interior,
3.8L V-6, p/w. p/1.
cruise, air, arrilfm cassette,
new tires, class III, Drawtite hitch w/ball mount,
70,XXX miles. Have all
maintenance
receipts.
Must see and dnve to appreciate. $12,500. 502753-4519 before lOpm.
1996 WHITE Toyota Camry LE, 48xxx miles, excellent condition, $15,200.
489-2741.

AUTO LOANS
Auto dealer will arrange financing even if you have
been turned down before.
Loans available for no
credit, bad credit, and
bankruptcy buyers. No cosigners needed
Call the 24 hour
Automated Credit
Repair Hotline

1-800-566-2277.

DAVID'S Cleaning Services. "Cleaning' vinyl siding. homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or lust replacing a
switch. Licensed & Insured. Off 753-0834
tom Cabinets. Concrete
Hm. 759-9835.
Work. AGC Certified.
GUTTERS:
435-4272.
Quality Seamless AlumiANTIQUE refinishing, fur- num Gutters- Gutter supniture repair & custom plies & maintenance. Variwoodworking. 753-8056
ety of colors. Reasonable
APPLIANCE REPAIR
Pnces. Licensed. Also ViPROFESSIONAL
nyl Shutters & Vinyl siding
DEPENDABLE.
supplies. Call West KY
502-767-9552.
Seamless Gutters, 7530278. for all your gutter
APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands: Kenmore. 30+ needs.
years experience. BOBBY HANDYMAN, carpentry,
HOPPER, 436-5848
plumbing, yard
work,
proches & decks. Any job.
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL. Septic system, Call Danny Paschall,
dnve-ways, hauling, foun492-8500.
HANDYWORK, odd jobs
dations, etc. 436-2113.
BASEMENTS & Homes. wanted. No job too small.
Sub & General contract- Ph. 753-2388 or 436-5759.
L&J HOME BUILDERS
ing. Insulated concrete
General Contractors
forms (R32) StyroCrete
New construction. Remodbuilders. 502-436-2007.
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV. ling_ Electrical, vinyl siding.
All work guaranteed. Free porches, decks, plumbing
repair.
estimates 753-1134.
Home 753-0353
492-8584.
Office 753-9372

k Great Time to Build

Now

II you are looking tor quality we want to he your
building contractor. with Hut:mints &. specifications
we can gist: you a contract price before we mad. If
you are undecak:d we work on a cost plus basis.
We comply. with all the new city budding codes.
We. also specialiie in comrruction of Like homes.
large or

daruce green
Budding Contractor, Inc.

(502)753-8343

Metal Roofing

1-800-909-9064

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for let time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
LS. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1400-874-0256

Mayfield
Kentucky

itcja,„4.44_,
gtrablvitere
"Paul Lamb-

502-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Full Line of
Tree Tnmming
Stump Removal
Equipment
Free Estimates
Hedge Tnmming
Licermrd & !mitred - 24 Hr. Service

19•2 RED Chevy, full size. •-4/
4
--lwb, local truck, excellent
Must
condition
see'
53.200 753-4299

.

(S,1

1985 CHEVY Silverado
pick-up, 153,XXX miles.
$2,000 obo 759-9733
1986 RED Dodge, full
size, lwb, local truck, good
condition $3200
753-4299
1990 JEEP Commanche,
4x4, automatic, red, good
condition. 107xxx miles,
$5200. Call 474-2485

Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

Toyota of Murray
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
Web Site With 84 Used
Vehicles Liste.d_
MIMEwww.automobilesonfine.com

'100

CUSTOS, IOTCFIFOI CAME
CUSTOMS 1110000WOMOUNO

Typos Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

111
)• •

Drop by and sae our showroom
MURRAY 014004 jvIyFim.m
1.% 4O

Online Cash Rebate

Click here
to view a listing of
our inventory

(Wevrolel
OF MORAY, KY

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262 ,
LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trimm
Cleanup
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality S

•
,

ift;
"ra

Owned & Operated By
Tim Lamb

Residential and Commercial
New Construction & Repair
Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545

Your Search For The
Perfect Gift Ends Here!

PIMA
3/8" Cordless Driver Drill Kit
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TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf &
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates.
759-9609
WALTERS Contracting
Free estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work. Licensed & Insured. Over 20
years experience. Roofing,
additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.
WOOD SATELLITE
SALES
Authonzed dealer for 18inch Digital Satellite &
Dish
Network. Mon-Fri, 1-5:30.
753-0530.

Call

500 South 4th • Murray •(502) 753-6450
Mon.-Fri. 7-5; Sat. 8-Noon
Sale Items Cash & Carry
Sales Prices Good Thru 12/24/98

111,0NDIE

DAGWOOD,
A PICKLE
TERRIBLE

lj
FREE kittens: Long hair
black & white. 753-6217.

VOLUNTEER

TOVOTATHON

Call the circulation
department between

5:00 - 6:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday or
4:30. 5:00 p.m.
Saturday at
753-1916.

DEAR DR. G,
old woman wl".
epileptic seizi
Although I'm
seizures are get
there any surge!
epilepsy?
DEAR READI
is a decision bes
of your neurolo
geon. Some forrr
gically curable,
more useful ap
have your neuro
anti-convulsant

tion the title.
DEAR DR. G(

STEWARTS Vinyl & Windshield repair, including
dashboards, leather & velour. You rip it, we fix it!
Auto, home, commercial
residential. 436-5947.
SUillEWAY Tree & Stump
Reepval. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.
TOMS WINDOWS
All your cleaning & painting needs. Pressure washing etc. 759-3463.

MISS YOUR PAPER?

A-frinivrcari

CATHY

2.0

#1 Selling Midsize Car in America

11

1999 Camry LE
"Loaded", Power Drivers Seat, AM/FM/Cassette/CD,
Power Locks, Windows, Mirrors, Tilt, Cruise and More.

Toyotathon Special
Was
United Way
The Murray Ledger & Times. in
an effon to show readers how
donations to The United Way
of Murray & Calloway Counts
are spent, will run a series of
miniprofiles on member
agencies leading up to the
1999 fund raising campaign.

The Power
of"U"
Agency Name:
Rape Crisis Center
Address:
P.O. Box l506
Paducah, KY 42002
Phone: 502-442-7273
Service to Community:
Rape Crisis Center: Provides free
services to child, adolescent, and
adult victims of sexual assault,
sexual abuse and sexual harassment, 24-hour crisis line, counseling services, medical and legal
advocacy, support groups, selfdefense training and consultation
and a speakers' bureau. People
served: 112
Program Funded by United

$
202789

ELLY!

ledger & I Imes

PAO!

To

1999 Consumer Digest "Best Buy"

AR

1999 Corolla LE
"Loaded" w/Power Locks, Windows, Mirrors, Tilt, Cruise,
NC, AM/FM Cassette.

Toyotathon Special

868*

Was
tr,
$16,163.1 4
,

GARFIEL
•Stock #99121. Price excludes tax, title, license.
HL-1.O, F'A'T

ARS/30(LE,

1998 Closeout

1998 Toyota Tacoma 4x2
AM/FM/Cassette NC 5 Speed
3 To Choose From.

Toyotathon Special
Was
$13,863 $1 111 51818*
'Stock #s 98447, 98474 R 9845° Prirn excludes tax. title license

"Whatever It Takes, We Want to Be Your Car or Truck Company."

CC:
2
DiEl/ROLET
Oldsmobile

The ‘Itirra

8,366*

'Stock #99159. Price excludes tax, title, license.

Way:

• 19914 Allocation 519,75(1
Executive Director:
Sherry Bone

MOO SUNBURY

Aabst-

Cbristmas
Gitet Hunt

QUALITY new homes for
less $ S. HOME DESIGN
CENTER. 759-0220.

e S.rvice

Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

LAMB Bros Dozing and
Backhoe
Mark Lamb,
436-6266
LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors, cross country
or local Licensed & Insuc
ed Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
M.S. CONSTRUCTION
Specializing in roofing
remodels Free estimates
All work guaranteed'
489-6125
No lob too amain
PAINTING
BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER OF MURRAY
KENTUCKY, INC.
Residential- Commercial
Free Estimates
Fully Insured
Call 502--753-0839 between 7am & 5pm Call
502-759-8609 after 5pm
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255.

DWAIN
TAYLOR

Zen* Brothers

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1991 PLYMOUTH van,
new fires, good condition
$3500 753-4946, leave
message
1993 CHEVY Astro extended van, white, excellent condition, low mileage. you must see this
ono. $9,000 753-4299

BUSHHOGGING Jones y
437-4030
C & R Construction
New homes, pole barns,
additions, decks, garages.
vinyl siding. replacement
windows, roofing Call
436-5370 or 436-5253
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime
CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water Removal Free Estimates SatisCall
References
fied
Lee's TODAY... 753-5827.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor home, boats. RVs
and etc. Excellent protec
bon, high quality, excelleei
value. Roy Hill 436-2113
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages, decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding.
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar.

PEPPEiff
2420 E. Wood St., Paris•642-3900• 1-800-325-3229
All Vehicles Subject To Prior Sale

iteiTOYOTA

PEANUTS

M LAJRITINt
UAL/5..1..0410
FOR,A BICYCL

tONS4414.444-....

••111•••••111•-•••••

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
maybe you could mix up your pronouns a bit. I might even forgive your
years of gender stereotyping.
DEAR READER: Gee, I hope so.
You're correct. Space has at times
prohibited me from using the he-orshe construction. Also, I find it awkward, not to mention unnecessary
when answering readers who refer to
their male doctors.
However, being a sensitive man of
the '90s, I'll mix my pronouns. In the
future, along with reading for gender,
please read for content. That's really
what counts.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My healthy, 65year-old husband has suffered two
brief episodes of short-term memory
loss in the last four months. What
could be the cause?
DEAR READER: Transient shortterm memory loss, without any other
neurological deficits, can be challenging to diagnose in a healthy person. It
can be caused by many problems,
including nerve diseases, small blood
clots, arterial spasm, heartbeat abnormalities and brain disorders, such as
Alzheimer's disease. Your husband
needs a meticulous neurological
examination, blood tests and a CT or
MRI) scan to determine why he has
had difficulty. In many cases, once the
cause is identified, treatment can prevent long-term memory loss and other
serious manifestations of brain dysfunction.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am a 23-yearold woman who has experienced
epileptic seizures for 15 years.
Although I'm on Tegretol, the
seizures are getting out of control. Is
there any surgery that will control my
epilepsy?
DEAR READER: I don't know. That
is a decision best left to the judgment
of your neurologist and a neurosurgeon. Some forms of epilepsy are surgically curable, but most are not. A
more useful approach would be to
have your neurologist prescribe other
anti-convulsant drugs, of which there
are many.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Epilepsy: The Falling
Sickness." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a woman, I
object to your constant use of "he" in
reference to doctors. There are
women in the profession, you know'
While I appreciate the need for conciseness in a newspaper column.

r

illE US
A CAIL

1998 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT

Do you
have a hot
news tip?
The
Ledger
will pay
$10 for the
best news
tip of the
month.

PETER
GOTT, M.D.

•
•••

Call 753-1916
Ext. 27 4

A baboon's lifespan may
reach 45 years.
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DEAR ABBY: I am a 38-year-old
woman with two daughters, 17 and
13. I've been divorced for eight
months, but the marriage was dead
10 years ago. Most of that time, I
have slept on the couch. Although
my daughters never saw me hold
hands, kiss, or show any kind of
affection toward their father, I'm
not sure they realized how unhappy
our marriage was, and they were
upset when we divorced.
I met "Andy" while separated
but still legally married. We have
fallen in love and want to marry in
about six months. However, my
daughters are not crazy about him
and think I should date others.
Andy and I have been looking at
engagement rings. I'm worried that
if I just show up with a ring on my
finger, my daughters will be upset.
They don't like it when they see
Andy and me being affectionate
with each other, and I'm not sure
they know how serious we are.
When should I tell them? I've been
somewhat of a pushover in the past,
but I won't budge on this. Andy and
I love each other and we will be
married.
FUTURE FIANCEE
DEAR FUTURE FIANCEE:
Forewarn your daughters and
explain, without blaming or
belittling their father, that you
are seizing this opportunity for
a happy future. If they're not
forthcoming, make it clear that
just as you treat their friends
with respect, you expect the
same from them with regard to
your future husband. Reassure
them that your love for them
won't change, and ask for their
blessings.

LOOKING BACK

DEAR MOTIVATED: I admire
your determination in negotiating the holiday minefields. You
certainly may take your specially prepared food with you, but
warn your hostess when you
accept the invitation, so she
won't be offended. Most guests
will respect and admire your
efforts to lose weight. And nuts
to those who would criticize
you!

Ten years ago
Karen Dale of Calloway County High School and Marcie D.
Willett of Murray High School, both
seniors, have been named as winners of the Good Citizen Awards
for 1988-89 by the Captain Wendell Oury Chapter. of the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Births reported include a girl
to Kimberly and Joseph McNutt,
a girl to Latrisha and Gary Sanders,
DEAR ABBY: I went into shock and a boy to Pamela and Kenwhen I read the letter from neth Collins, Dec. 12; a girl to
"Stressed Daughter in Florida." She Robin and Terry Underhill and a
perfectly described my mother, who boy to Martha and Howard Anderinsisted on living with me rather
son, Dec. 14.
than in the apartment next door.
Twenty years ago
My mother had money and was
A center designed to provide
in excellent health, but couldn't
keep a friend. She would eat only teachers with resources for classcertain foods. My life was hell if I room use and to assist them in
went out with friends and didn't their professional growth is now
include her. Her lies to my friends located in Murray. The Teachingcaused a lot of heartache.
Learning Center for Renewal and
Please tell "Stressed Daughter"
to say "NO" and not back down. I've development, which serves 17
been there and know how it feels. school districts in Western KenMy mother died five months ago tucky has sites in Murray and Padafter four years with me. I am still ucah.
recuperating mentally, physically
In high school basketball games.
and spiritually. I would not say Murray High boys beat Hickman
"yes" again. Thank God, I'm free at County and Murray High girls lost
last. Hell is gone, heaven has reto Fulton County. High scorers for
turned. Sign me ...
NEVER AGAIN IN CALIFORNIA Murray were Mike Bradshaw for
the boys and Tonya Alexander for
DEAR NEVER AGAIN: I ad- the girls.
vised "Stressed Daughter" to
Thirty years ago
stand her ground and not back
Staff Sgt. Richard J. Smith, son
down. If she had any doubts of Mr. and Mrs. James B. Anderbefore, seeing your story should • son, has arrived for duty at
Clark
convince her.
Air Force Base, Philippines.
The Alpha Gamma Rho Alumni Association, Inc., has purchased
the Elmus Beale estate on High-

DEAR ABBY: I have begun a
weight-loss program after having
CONTRACT BRIDGE
been seriously overweight for many
years. This time I seem to be on the
right track because it's working.
When I go to a dinner party, is it
OK to take a cooked chicken breast South
dealer.
When the king held, South
with me and give it to my hostess to
Both sides vulnerable.
naturally
concluded that West had
serve to me'? It would not be putting
NORTH
the ace. So when he next played
her out, as I would have already
4 K 754
another trump from dummy and
cooked it. I cannot eat ham, roasts
K J 93
Eastfollowed low,declarer finessed
or steaks, but I don't want to miss
•6 3
the ten, hoping West had started
being with my friends.
+Q 102
with the A-9 doubleton. But West
Please answer ASAP because the
WEST
EAST
won the trick with the jack and
holidays are upon us.
4 A62
South went down one, losing two
MOTIVATED IN MICHIGAN * J 9
V 742
p1085
trump tricks, a diamond and a
•Q J 10 7 4
•K 8 5
club.
4K 8 4
+9763
East's play ofthe deuce ofspades
SOUTH
on the king was ofcourse unusual,
•Q 1083
but it was well-conceived. He realIP A Q 6
ized that West might have the J-9
•A 9 2
doubleton and that the defense's
di A J 5
best chance of scoring two trump
The bidding:
tricks lay in allowing the king of
South West
North East
spades to win the trick.
1 NT
Pass
2 4_
Pass
Now let's consider what might
24
Pass
44
have occurred had East taken the
Opening lead—queen ofdiamonds. king of spades with the ace. He
would have cashed the king ofdiaThere are plays a defender can monds and shifted to a club. Demake that clearly run against the clarer would no doubt finesse, losgrain and yet are indubitably cor- ing to the king, win the probable
rect.
club return in dummy, and lead a
For example,consider this deal trump, East following low.
where South got to four spades.
There is no way of knowing
North's two club bid was Stayman whether South would finesse and
and asked partner to bid a four- go down one, or whether he would
WHAT
FORGET THE GIFT LIST.
major if he had one.
card
go up with the queen and make the
nouT
WHAT I NEED FOR
Declarer won the diamond lead contract. But there is no question
ME??
OHRIsTMAS IS A
with the ace and played a low spade that East's duck of the king of
yoU'vE
CONVERsATiOn) LIST.
to the king, on which West pro- spades gave his side a much better
NEVER
ASKED
duced the nine and Eastthe deuce! chance to defeat the contract.
Tomorrow: Test your play.
c 1998 King Features Syndicate. Inc
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Ten years ago: In his first public statement since the U.S. decided to open direct talks with the
PLO, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak
Shamir expressed shock, calling
the U.S. decision a "painful" blow.
Five years ago: Fox Television
outbid CBS for the National Football Conference TV package. Socalled "suicide doctor" Jack
Kevorkian was released from jail
in Oakland County, Mich., after
promising not to help anyone end
their lives for the time being.
One year ago: The United States
and 33 other countries signed a
convention in Paris aimed at eradicating bribery in international business. President Clinton's panel on
race relations met at Annandale
High School in Virginia.
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Dec. 17, the
351st day of 1998. There are 14
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 17, 1903, Orville and
Wilbur Wright went on the first
successful manned powered-airplane flights, near Kitty Hawk,
N.C.
On this date:
In 1777. France recognized
American independence.
In 1975. Lynette Fromme was
sentenced in federal court in Sacramento, California, to life in prison
for her attempt on the life of President Ford.
In 1986, Eugene Hasenfus, the
American convicted by Nicaragua
for his part in running guns to
the Contras, was pardoned, then
released.
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TODAY IN HISTORY

OIL

DOWN

Pad

way 121 North for a fraternity
house.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Adrian B. Cloys
Jr., Nov. 2; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Dunn, Dec. 7.
Forty years ago
A.B. Rogers and Ray Sims,
state soil conservationists, will
explain the work that has been
done in the East Fork Clarks River
Conservancy District at a meeting
tonight at the Calloway County
Courthouse.
In high school basketball games
Almo beat Reidland, Murray Douglass beat Western, Lyon County
beat Hazel. New Concord beat
Murray Training, and Kirksey beat
Fulgham. High team scorers were
Furgerson, Almo, Rudolph, Reidland, D. Jackson, Douglass, Cunningham and Young, Western,
Parish. Lyon, Waters, Hazel, Rowland, New Concord, Burton, MTS,
Reeder, Kirksey, and Bowen, Fulham.
Fifty years ago
The Murray High School Choral
Department, directed by Mary Elizabeth Williams, will present its
annual Christmas musical program
tonight at the school auditorium.
George Buist Scott Jr. will graduate,from the University of Tennessee School of Pharmacy at Memphis in the December class. He is
the husband of the former Betty
Chambers and the son of Mr. and
Mrs. G.B. Scott Sr. He will resume
his position as partner and pharmacist at Scott Drug. Murray.
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Operation Desert 3ox
Russia, China denounce attack; Allies offer support
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LONDON (AP) -- Russia and
China angrily denounced the U.S British attack on Iraq, while allies
such as Germany and Canada
offered their immediate support,
placing all blame for the crisis on
Saddam Hussein.
Iraq's neighbor, Iran,joined Russia and China in blasting the use
of force and warning that it could
shatter regional security.
Fearful of recriminations, the
United States today closed all but
two of its African embassies, and
security was stepped up at many
U.S. and British institutions worldwide,from the Philippines to Greece
and Denmark.
Russian President Boris Yeltsin
demanded an immediate end to
the military campaign, while his
foreign minister. Igor Ivanov, said
the United States and Britain had
acted without U.N. authorization.

Dependents of U.S. personnel
urged to leave Middle East

learning of the attack only after
the fact.
"There is absolutely no excuse
or pretext to use force against
Iraq," he said.

In a worldwide message, the
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
State
Department said the potenState Department has told elderly,
tial
"for
retaliatory acts against
young or pregnant dependents of
U.S. personnel in Israel, Kuwait U.S. citizens exists."
While not telling U.S. citizens
and the West Bank to leave those
to
travel to Israel, the departavoid
countries because of the U.S. attack
ment recommended they -considon Iraq.
er whether they should travel there."
Dependents of U.S. personnel
At the same time. U.S. citizens
living or traveling abroad were who are over age 65, under 18
advised Wednesday night to "exer- or pregnant must leave Israel,
cise much greater caution than Kuwait and the West Bank, the State
Department said.
usual."

The German government noted,
however, that the Iraqi leadership
"had been warned" the international community would have to
act if it failed to cooperate fully
with U.N. weapons inspectors.
Support for the airstrikes also
poured in from Canada, Australia,
New Zealand, Norway, South
Korea. the Netherlands. Austria
and Spain.

"Nobody has the right to act
on their own in the name of the
United Nations and even less to
pretend to be the judge of the
entire world," Ivanov said in

"Saddam Hussein has brought
this crisis on himself," Canadian
Prime Minister Jean Chretien said.
France, which has close ties to
Iraq, deplored "the grave human
consequences" of the military
strikes, but added its regret that
Iraqi leaders were unable to "show
proof of the spirit of complete
cooperation" demanded by previous agreements with the United
Nations.
Iranian television quoted a foreign ministry spokesman as saying that "such unilateral attacks
against Iraq will lead to even more
pain and misery for the' people of

Madrid, Spain.
China's U.N. Ambassador Qin
Huasen was visibly angry when
he emerged from a Security Council session Wednesday evening,

Berger: No specific timeline

3
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WASHINGTON (AP) — While
showing sensitivity to _the Muslim
holy month of Ramadan, administration officials say there is "no
artificial deadline" for completing
airstrikes against Iraq.
National Security Adviser Sandy
Berger said he would not provide
a specific timeline for the U.S.
mission in Iraq, but noted that
officials decided they did not want
to begin the attack during the
Islamic holy month which starts
Sunday.
"There's no artificial deadline for
this action," Berger said Wednesday.
Berger noted the president's sensitivity to the holy month of
Ramadan. particularly to initiating
military action during that period.
Administration and Pentagon
officials had indicated that the
attack would last up to four days.
But Defense Secretary William
Cohen said he would not want
"to set any timeframe" on the attack.
"We're aware of that holy peri-

od for the Islamic people," Cohen
said. "But we intend to carry out
our mission, how long it must
take."
In his televised address to the
nation. President Clinton said the
administration did not want to initiate attacks against Baghdad during Ramadan • out of deference to
allies in the Muslim world.
"For us to initiate military action
during Ramadan would be profoundly .offensive,. to the Muslim
wadi! and, therefore, would damage our relations with Arab countries and the progress we have
made in the Middle East," Clinton said.
But the United States also did
not want to give Saddam Hussein
time to prepare for a potential
strike by waiting until the month
of fasting ended, said Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright. She
said she thought the timing of the
attack, before the onset of Ramadan,
surprised Saddam.
"If we didn't do this until after

Ramadan, that would give Saddam Hussein approximately five
weeks to do more damage," Albright
said on CNN's -Larry King Live."
"We were concerned that Saddam Hussein thought that he had
the cover of Ramadan and that
we would not be able to do anything before that," she added.

that country and will bring about
insecurity in the region."
Spokesman Hamid Reza Asefi
urged the U.N. Security Council
to take immediate action to prevent "further deterioration" of the
situation, television reported. Iran
also called on Baghdad to cooperate with the United Nations.
In a statement today, NATO
Secretary-General Javier Solana
blamed Saddam for "the grave situation" while Turkey, fearing an
influx of refugees, closed its border with Iraq, the Anatolia news
agency reported. Turkish Foreign
Minister Ismail Cem expressed disappointment in the attack, but also
called on Iraq to comply.
In Pakistan, however, the Senate passed a resolution unanimously
condemning the airstrikes as "an
attack on humanity and the Islamic world." Islamic Pakistan's rightwing religious group called the
United States "international terrorists."
The strikes led news reports in
Lebanon, where all newspaper,
radio and television stations carried news agency reports without
comment.
In Indonesia, the world's most
populous Islamic nation, leaders

pleaded for restraint.
Japan's Chief Cabinet Secretary
Hiromu Nonaka backed the United States and Britain, saying, "We
strongly demand that Iraq immediately and unconditionally implement the U.N. Security Council's
resolutions."
He was seconded by Misao
Nozaki, a 47-year-old Tokyo restaurant owner who called the bombing justified "because Iraq has continued developing nuclear weapons
a way that goes against the
common sense of the rest of the
world."
But Yukari Ohi, 38, an office
worker in Tokyo, said she opposed
the use of force.
"I think the U.S. decision to
attack Iraq was apparently intended to shift attention from the
impeachment issue to war," Ohi
said, noting that the airstrikes came
as President Clinton faced an
impeachment vote.
India condemned the attack,
while Mexico expressed disappointment.
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu was noncommittal, saying, "Israel is outside the dispute,
and in any case will take care of
defending itself if the need arises."
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